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Although the consequences of divorce are felt across the economic spectrum, these costs are 

particularly high among low-income couples who experience relationship dissatisfaction and 

divorce at a disproportionate rate. Unfortunately, intervention efforts to improve marriages 

among low-income couples have proven unsuccessful, likely because these interventions 

assumed that well-established predictors of relationship distress studied primarily among middle-

class samples would generalize to low-income couples. The three studies in this dissertation 

draw upon well-established predictors of relationship distress—poor communication skills and 

the propensity to blame a partner—in an effort to evaluate how those concepts may operate 

differently after accounting for the stressors and resources within low-income couples’ 

environment. Studies 1 and 2 examine whether couples’ behaviors under certain conditions 

carried greater consequences for their relationship satisfaction than under other conditions. 

Results of Study 1 indicate that when couples’ environments changed and they moved to poorer 

or more affluent neighborhoods, the impact of the change on relationship satisfaction was 
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dependent on couples’ communication behaviors. Although couples with varying levels of 

communication skills did not differ from one another when they moved to similar 

neighborhoods, constructive communication behaviors did predict which couples thrived versus 

failed when faced with the stress of moving to a more affluent neighborhood environment. Study 

2 extends the first study by examining fluctuations in behavior within a given couple and by 

examining other contextual factors that may impinge on their ability to cope: stress from work, 

discrimination, and finances. Results of Study 2 indicate that downward fluctuations in effective 

problem-solving behavior predicted downward fluctuations in satisfaction only among wives 

undergoing high levels of chronic stress, whereas decreases in effectiveness were 

inconsequential among wives experiencing little stress. Study 3 addresses how another classic 

predictor of relationship satisfaction—couples’ maladaptive attributions—may function 

differently when couples face high cognitive demands that may make it more difficult to 

consciously refrain from blaming attributions. Specifically, Study 3 tests whether strain from 

finances and potential compensatory resources from extended social networks (i.e., financial and 

social capital and models of intact marriages) are associated with couples’ maladaptive 

attributions and whether these factors serve to exacerbate or attenuate the negative effects of 

maladaptive attributions on couples’ relationship satisfaction. Results of Study 3 indicate that 

spouses who reported having greater financial strain and who knew fewer married individuals 

were more likely to form maladaptive attributions for their marital issues and that the affluence 

and marital status of family and friends attenuated the negative effects of maladaptive 

attributions on spouses’ relationship satisfaction. Thus, although communication behaviors and 

cognitive appraisals may very well be a fundamental process in all intimate relationships, the 
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results of this dissertation cast doubt on the assumption that the behaviors and inferences couples 

make affect their relationship uniformly or universally. 
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 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The adverse consequences of relationship distress and dissolution are strong and far-

reaching, with approximately half of first marriages ending in divorce (Copen, Daniels, Vespa, & 

Mosher, 2012). For the adults involved, their emotional well-being deteriorates, drug and alcohol 

use increases, and their performance in the workplace is compromised (Fleming, White, 

Oesterle, Haggerty, & Catalano, 2010; Forthofer, Markman, Cox, Stanley, & Kessler, 1996; 

Kiecolt-Glaser & Newton, 2001; Simon, 2002). Moreover, children of distressed or divorced 

parents are vulnerable to higher rates of psychological disorders, physical illnesses, and poorer 

performance in school (Amato, 2001; Sturge-Apple, Davies, & Cummings, 2006; Troxel & 

Matthews, 2004). Among adults in intact relationships, two meta-analytic reviews indicate that 

lower relationship quality is related to poorer health (mean effect sizes ranging from r = .07 - 

.21) and higher risk of mortality (r = .11) (Holt-Lunstad, Smith, & Layton, 2010; Robles, 

Slatcher, Trombello, & McGinn, 2014).  

 Although rates of relationship distress and dissolution are cause for concern among the 

general population, these rates are markedly higher among ethnically diverse couples with lower 

socioeconomic status (Copen et al., 2012). For example, whereas only 22% of those holding a 

Bachelor’s degree will divorce, 61% of those with less than a high school diploma will 

experience disruption (Copen et al., 2012). Unfortunately, when low-income couples divorce, 

they suffer substantial financial losses that can perpetuate the cycle of poverty. Divorced 

individuals are more likely to begin living below the poverty line (e.g., McManus & DiPrete, 

2001; Teachman & Paasch, 1994) and less likely to move out of poverty (Bartfeld, 2000; 

Mauldin, 1991).  
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Relationship instability among disadvantaged couples emerged as a major public policy 

concern in 2006 when the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services allocated $750 

million to fund the Healthy Marriage Initiative (HMI). The HMI lead to the largest randomized 

controlled multi-site studies of low-income couples and provided relationship education 

programs (for details, see Johnson, 2012). To a significant degree, these education programs 

were built on the assumption that the success or failure of a relationship is due to the 

intrapersonal characteristics of spouses and the interpersonal interactions between spouses. Thus, 

the structured group workshops aimed to teach communication and problem-solving skills, 

increase awareness of roles and expectations in relationships, and decrease the ratio of 

punishments to rewards in the relationship (i.e., behavior exchange: prescriptions for more 

frequent date nights, physical affection, etc.). Although the randomized interventions were 

focused on changing intra- and interpersonal factors, subsamples of participating couples in 

either the intervention or the no-treatment control conditions also had the option of participating 

education-based assistance (e.g., working toward a GED) and job-based assistance (e.g., work 

training program).  

Two randomized, controlled trials tested whether these skill-based interventions could 

promote healthy relationships. The first, Building Strong Families (Wood, Moore, Clarkwest, 

Killewald, & Monahan, 2012), was comprised of 5,102 unmarried couples with very low 

incomes who were either new or expectant parents. Although Building Strong Families tested the 

effects of relationship skills education on relationship formation, the intervention had no effect 

on couples’ relationship quality or on their likelihood of becoming married three years after 

entering the study (Wood et al., 2012). Another large-scale randomized HMI program, 

Supporting Healthy Marriages, involved 5,395 low-income married couples from eight sites 
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around the U.S. The various interventions were found to exert no effect on relationship 

dissolution and very small effects on changes in relationship satisfaction and self-reported 

quality of communication 30 months after participants entered the study (effect sizes between r = 

0.05 to 0.13; Lundquist et al., 2014). Secondary analysis of these data demonstrated that the 

skills-training interventions did not systematically change observed couple communication, and 

that when behavioral changes did arise, those changes did not mediate intervention effects on 

relationship satisfaction (Williamson, Altman, Hsueh, & Bradbury, 2016).  

Why did the Healthy Marriage Initiative fail to help the couples in most need of 

intervention? One likely reason is that prior efforts to explain how relationships develop and 

deteriorate emphasized communication skills, particularly those displayed by couples with 

middle-class lifestyles and stable incomes, giving scant attention to the lives and experiences of 

socioeconomically disadvantaged couples (Hawkins, Blanchard, Baldwin, & Fawcett, 2008). 

That is, while the BSF and SHM programs targeted couples living with low incomes, those 

programs did not directly address how the circumstances of these couples might have affected 

their relationships or the impact of the skills-training interventions on their relationships. As 

Johnson (2012) has argued, relying on a knowledge base derived primarily from well-educated, 

white couples is problematic because those studies artificially imposed a constraint on the types 

of problems, amount of stress, and accessibility of resources. A second problem with HMI was 

that it assumed that the tested interventions would apply to low-income couples. Even well-

intentioned components of BSF that offered education-related interventions (e.g., attaining a 

GED) reduced the chances that the young parents would marry (Williamson, Karney, & 

Bradbury, 2017). It is likely that these interventions depleted an already-deficient set of 
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resources in time and money, suggesting that the immediate demands of living in poverty must 

be contained for the effects of an intervention to be realized (Williamson et al., 2017).  

The unambiguous but disappointing results of the Healthy Marriage Initiative indicate 

that our understanding of how marriages form, develop, and change is incomplete, particularly 

when we consider the many couples and families living with social disadvantage. The goal of 

this dissertation is to fill this research gap by drawing upon well-established explanatory 

concepts developed within the field of relationship science (and, by implication, examined 

primarily with middle-class white couples) in an effort to evaluate how those concepts operate 

among couples living with low incomes. The concepts in question—dyadic communication 

behaviors and cognitive appraisals of partner behavior—emerge from meta-analytic syntheses of 

longitudinal studies (Karney & Bradbury, 1995) and are believed to be relevant to all couples, 

regardless of their socioeconomic standing: all partners display communicative behavior and all 

strive to interpret why their mate might be engaging in certain actions. Yet the manner in which 

these concepts operate at different levels of the economic spectrum remains unclear. As such, 

there are important opportunities to discover how the unique demands and challenges of being 

married with low financial resources might modify how these established concepts operate in an 

important, understudied segment of the population. Thus, for example, while virtually all 

partners will strive to ‘make sense’ of why their mate engages in behaviors that might be 

annoying or costly within the relationship, partners living with lower incomes might focus less 

on personal slights (e.g., why they are being ignored or criticized) and more on the reasons why 

their mate is not bringing more resources into the family. Similarly, the manner in which partners 

communicate may contribute to how satisfied they feel years later, but those living with lower 

incomes may pay a particular price for poor communication when their economic circumstances 
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change. By using established concepts in relationship science as points of departure for 

understanding couples living with low incomes, the overarching goal of this dissertation is to 

clarify how basic processes believed to govern intimate relationships might play out in different 

ways depending on the contexts in which those relationships are embedded. Careful attention to 

the contexts in which these concepts operate might clarify the conditions that pose the greatest 

challenge to maintaining a strong and healthy relationship, in turn improving the conceptual 

foundation for future policies aimed at couples living with low incomes. Before turning to these 

basic concepts and the larger literatures that justify their use in the current project, I review how 

the assets and liabilities within couples’ environments can influence relationship outcomes.  

Understanding Relationships in Context 

Although most models of couple distress focus on the personal characteristics of spouses 

and the interpersonal transactions between spouses as primary causes of relationship distress, 

work by Urie Bronfenbrenner (1977, 1979, 1986) outlines a conceptual perspective that, when 

extended to couple relationships, highlights the many ways in which forces arising outside of 

couples’ relationships can impinge upon those relationships and thus determine the tasks, 

challenges, and opportunities that couples contend with as their relationships unfold. Focusing on 

these external forces provides a valuable complement to longstanding emphasis on personal 

characteristics and communication processes, and doing so may be particularly illuminating 

when considering couples living with low incomes. While Bronfenbrenner was concerned 

primarily with the complex social contexts in which children develop and grow, extrapolating 

these ideas to intimate dyads allows us to assume that couples operate in multifaceted settings 

characterized by a range of relatively proximal and distal factors that simultaneously affect the 

dyad (Bronfenbrenner, 1979). Figure 0.1 depicts a social ecological model in which the couple is 
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most immediately embedded in a ‘microsystem’ comprised of the couple’s family, friendship 

networks, and living conditions. The microsystem is embedded in the larger context of the 

couple’s neighborhood and local institutions (mesosystem), which is further embedded in the 

economic, social, and legal systems of a culture (macrosystem). Drawing upon this ecological 

model, we can infer that couples are influenced by proximal factors such as neighborhood crime, 

adequate childcare, and long commutes, in addition to more distal demands that may arise from a 

stagnant economy, unaffordable housing, and laws that limit family leaves for childrearing—all 

of which may combine to make it more or less likely for couples to sustain rewarding 

partnerships (Karney & Bradbury, 2005). We might infer further that these adverse influences 

are heightened among individuals and couples with fewer economic resources and a lower social 

standing, as, e.g., they will be more reliant on public services, more subject to discrimination in 

the workplace but less able to find alternative jobs, or less able to pay for services (e.g., private 

child care) that could make their lives and their relationships easier.  

When couples are asked to consider all the different possible sources of their relationship 

issues, over 1,000 surveyed newlywed couples revealed that the most prevalent issues were ones 

originating outside of the marriage (Schramm, Marshall, Harris, & Lee, 2005). These issues 

included: debt brought into the marriage (~19% of couples), job demands (~19%), husband 

employment (~18%), and financial decision making (~13%). Although highly educated couples 

tend to underestimate the degree to which their context influences their relationship (Berscheid, 

Lopes, Ammazzalorso, & Langenfeld, 2001; Lamm, Wiesmann, & Keller, 1998), couples with 

low-SES (socioeconomic status) report external challenges as the more salient issues in the 

relationship (Jackson et al., 2016). More specifically, low-income couples rated management of 

money, in-laws, decisions about leisure time, and children as among the most salient relationship 
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challenges, while the least salient issues were related to support, showing affection, sex, and 

jealousy (Jackson et al., 2016).  

Although some effects of stressors may be obvious to couples, the physiological effects 

are less visible and include the activation of the sympathetic adrenal medullary system and 

hypothalamic pituitary adrenocortical (HPA) axis. These physiological reactions diminish 

couples’ ability to refrain from using stereotypes for other people (Bodenhausen, 1993) and 

increase negative reciprocity between partners during observed marital interactions (Levenson & 

Gottman, 1983, 1985). The physiological responses to stress, in turn, are associated with 

psychological consequences and judgements about the relationship. Few empirical studies 

capture the full richness and scope of contextual influences, yet various indices of global stress 

covary reliably with rates of divorce (e.g., Cohan & Cole, 2002) and relationship satisfaction (for 

review see Randall & Bodenmann, 2009; Story & Bradbury, 2004). Unfortunately, couples who 

experience higher levels of prolonged stress also become more reactive to changes in acute stress 

(Karney, Story, & Bradbury, 2005). Both theory and research give some indication of the process 

with which external stress affects the dyad. When faced with stress, couples report less time 

available for activities within the home and with one another (e.g., Pittman, Solheim, & 

Blanchard, 1996; South & Spitze, 1994). During those few moments of shared interactions, 

couples may spend that time addressing the stressor rather than engaging in relationship 

maintenance activities (Bodenmann, 1995, 2000).   

In this dissertation, I specifically sample low-income couples living in high poverty 

neighborhoods given that these couples are most vulnerable to high levels of stress. For example, 

low-income, ethnically diverse couples are more likely to work non-standard work hours with 

little paid sick or vacation leave (Heymann, 2000; Presser, 1995), experience significant 
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discrimination (Lincoln & Chae, 2010), and reside in neighborhoods that are crowded, noisy, and 

have higher rates of drug use and crime (Evans, 2004). Finally, although low-income couples 

may benefit from extended family and religious networks (e.g., Henly, Danziger, & Offer, 2005), 

they also spend more time caring for disabled and elderly family members and thus adding 

further drain on couples’ limited resources (Cattell, 2001; Heymann, Boynton-Jarrett, Carter, 

Bond, & Galinsky, 2002). The above stress variables will be the focus of this dissertation 

because they may be particularly influential or salient among low-income couples.  

Putative Causes of Adverse Relationship Outcomes 

Dyadic Communication Behaviors 

Given the diverse and harmful effects of relationship distress, a large body of work has 

accumulated to explain why relationships that, although initially satisfying, go on to deteriorate. 

One factor believed to contribute to relationship distress—dyadic communication behavior—was 

highlighted beginning in the late 1960s when the rise of behaviorism led scholars of marriage to 

focus on couples’ observable communication patterns and associated emotional expressions. 

Harold Raush, together with a group of behaviorally oriented marital therapists, including Robert 

L. Weiss, John Gottman, Gayla Margolin, and Neil Jacobson, studied the unproductive ways in 

which partners communicated during conflict. Learning-based explanations for relationship 

distress were prominent at this time, following the assumption that negative behaviors were 

inadvertently rewarded during conflict. Expressions of hostility by one person, for example, 

would cause a partner to back down, and disengagement from conflict would reduce the 

emotional intensity of the exchange, thus rendering hostility, or withdrawal, respectively, more 

likely to recur. These behaviors, though potentially rewarding in the short term, ultimately would 

cause counter-productive patterns of interaction over longer spans of time. Thus, relationships 
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were predicted to suffer when they were characterized by low rewards and high costs (i.e., social 

exchange theory; Thibaut & Kelley, 1959) and characterized by high reinforcement of negative 

communication behaviors (i.e., social learning theory; Jacobson & Margolin, 1979). To address 

these ideas, considerable effort was devoted to direct observation of couple communication, and 

procedures and methods were developed to identify behaviors and patterns of behaviors that 

might be particularly diagnostic of distressed relationships. For example, using cross-sectional 

designs, Gottman found that distressed couples displayed a distinct style of communication, 

marked by high levels of negativity and low positivity, greater predictability in communication 

patterns, and difficulty extricating themselves from negative cycles of interaction (e.g., Gottman, 

1979). 

Meta-analytic findings of this work suggest that observed communication is indeed a 

reliable correlate of spouses’ reports of relationship satisfaction, ranging from small to medium 

effects (Woodin, 2011). Other studies examining communication as a predictor of between-

couple differences in longitudinal outcomes (rather than just as a concurrent correlate) indicate 

that couples displaying more positive and less negative behaviors have less declines in 

satisfaction relative to other couples (e.g., Karney & Bradbury, 1995). Further longitudinal 

research also indicate that observed affect (i.e., positivity and negativity) and effectiveness (i.e., 

problem-solving skills) significantly interact such that the detrimental effects of low 

effectiveness can be mitigated by positivity (Johnson et al., 2005).  

Although previous studies have clearly established the main effects of communication 

behaviors on relationship satisfaction, null and counter-intuitive findings suggest that the 

association between communication and relationship satisfaction is not as straightforward as we 

might predict. For example, higher levels of negativity among newlyweds predict higher levels 
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of relationship quality over time (e.g., Karney & Bradbury, 1997; Overall, Fletcher, Simpson, & 

Sibley, 2009).  To add to this complex picture, intervention efforts to change communication 

find that couples participating in  relationship education programs show improvements in their 

communication, but these improvements, surprisingly, do not translate to greater relationship 

satisfaction. For example, although Integrative Behavioral Couple Therapy can lead to successful 

improvements in communication and relationship satisfaction, treatment effects on satisfaction 

are not mediated by improvements in communication (Doss, Mitchell, Georgia, Biesen, & Rowe, 

2015). Other research indicates that changes in relationship satisfaction are explained by changes 

in communication, but the changes in satisfaction are not always positive (Schilling, Baucom, 

Burnett, Allen, & Ragland, 2003). Thus, while there is little doubt that couples communicate 

with more frustration and less warmth once they become dissatisfied in their relationship, 

demonstrating a clear causal association between the quality of communication and relationship 

outcomes has been surprisingly difficult. 

Growing empirical understanding of dyadic processes among low-income couples 

provides yet another argument in favor of expanding classic communication-based models of 

relationships. First, among low-income couples, financial strain and acute stress are the strongest 

cross-sectional correlates of observed negative communication (Williamson, Karney, & 

Bradbury, 2013), and financial strain predicts greater negativity and relationship distress 

longitudinally (Conger, Rueter, & Elder Jr., 1999; Masarik et al., 2016). Second, acute stress 

creates friction in relationships by heightening partners’ need for supportive communication 

while reducing their ability to provide it (Bodenmann et al., 2015). Daily diary studies of air 

traffic controllers and police officers indicate that exposure to high levels of stress at work on a 

given day predicts changes in marital communication that are characterized by high 
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physiological arousal and less positive and more negative emotions (Roberts & Levenson, 2001) 

or withdrawal from the interactions entirely (Repetti, 1989). 

Because unexpected and complex effects such as these can signal the presence of 

moderation (Baron & Kenny, 1986), in Studies 1 and 2 I will test whether contextual influences 

interact with interpersonal processes to explain changes in relationship satisfaction. I turn to the 

Vulnerability-Stress-Adaptation model (Karney & Bradbury, 1995) and directly test the 

hypothesis that when circumstances change and couples need to collaborate in navigating those 

changes, those who can activate adaptive responses in behavioral interactions will remain stable 

or improve in relationship satisfaction while couples who cannot mobilize an adaptive response 

may conclude that their relationship is becoming less rewarding. In this way, my project 

conceptualizes communication as less of a dyadic tendency toward rewards and punishments and 

more as a capacity that partners can engage, to varying degrees depending on the couple, that 

enables them to respond effectively to shifts in their circumstances.   

Study 1. In my first study, I seek to explore potential environmental effects on 

relationships by evaluating the extent to which judgments of relationship satisfaction are 

sensitive to residential mobility. Couples moving to more disadvantaged neighborhoods may 

encounter a number of adaptive challenges, including: low-quality housing, poor access to health 

and educational resources (e.g., Sooman & Macintyre, 1995) and exposure to crime or social 

disorder (Krivo & Peterson, 1996; LaGrange, Ferraro, & Supancic, 1992; Lewis & Salem, 1986). 

At the same time, moving to more wealthy neighborhoods may also incur other stressors: 

unmatched competitiveness with affluent neighbors (Burby & Rohe, 1989), social isolation from 

existing network members (de Souza Briggs, 1997), and exposure to discrimination (Kessler, 

Mickelson, & Williams, 1999). It is within the framework of changes in neighborhood context, 
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and their associated stressors, that I evaluate couples’ adaptive responses. 

 Thus, the first proposed study integrates findings relating couple communication to 

relationship satisfaction with emerging conceptions of how relationships are situated within, and 

influenced by, couples’ surrounding environment. Study 1 addresses the following questions: (1) 

Do changes in couples’ living circumstances—in this case, moving to a neighborhood with a 

lower or higher median income—predict changes in relationship satisfaction? (2) Are the effects 

of these moves on relationships stronger or weaker among couples who are able to communicate 

in a constructive manner across the first four years of marriage?  

 Study 2.  Although examining differences between couples allow us to characterize 

couples’ communication as a general capacity that they deploy when circumstances change, even 

highly constructive couples will still experience changes in how they behave with their partners. 

In Study 2, I again seek to understand how basic couple processes like dyadic behavior might 

operate differently as a function of socioeconomic status but extend the first study in two main 

ways. In Study 2, I examine how the quality of couples’ communication fluctuate over time and 

second, test whether the interplay between context and behavior also generalize to other 

conditions affecting couples’ lives. I focus on three specific domains of stress they are 

particularly influential or salient among low-income, ethnically diverse couples: stress from 

work (Heymann, 2000; Presser, 1995), discrimination (Lincoln & Chae, 2010), and finances 

(Jackson et al., 2016). Thus, while Study 1 examines more distal contextual stressors in couples’ 

neighborhood environment (i.e., mesosystem; Figure 0.1), Study 2 examines more proximal 

contextual stressors in couples’ most immediate circle (i.e., microsystem; Figure 0.1).  

Study 2 aims to address four main questions. (1) To test the validity of classic behavioral 

models, I first ask: Do fluctuations in communication behaviors—including positivity, 
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negativity, and problem-solving effectiveness—covary with fluctuations in relationship 

satisfaction? (2) To test the validity of social ecological models (e.g., Bodenmann, 2005; Conger 

et al., 1999; Karney & Bradbury, 2005) I also ask: Do fluctuations in stress—including from 

work, discrimination and finances—uniquely covary with satisfaction? (3) Given that these two 

models are typically studied in isolation, I also examine these models simultaneously and ask: To 

what extent do these models overlap? Is one model superior in explaining changes in 

satisfaction? (4) Most critically, I integrate behavioral and contextual models and ask: Are there 

couples for whom fluctuations in behavior are more strongly or weakly associated with 

fluctuations in satisfaction?  

Although theory suggests that stress in combination with unconstructive communication 

should be especially detrimental for couples (Vulnerability-Stress-Adaptation model, Karney & 

Bradbury, 1995; Bodenmann, 1995; Bodenmann, 2000), few direct empirical tests of such an 

interaction have been undertaken and results of Studies 1 and 2 hold differential implications for 

existing theories of intimate relationships. Evidence against an interaction between context and 

behavior would be consistent with classic models, suggesting that the quality of couples’ 

communication continuously and uniformly affects their relationship satisfaction (albeit weakly; 

Woodin, 2011) regardless of whether they are in a circumstance that requires an adaptive 

response. Evidence consistent with models such as the VSA, however, would suggest that poor 

communication skills need not be detrimental until circumstances change, at which point stress 

will reveal and differentiate couples’ shortcoming in communication. 

Cognitive Processes in Marriage 

As observational work on couple communication grew more sophisticated, concerns 

grew that investigation of observable behaviors might be insufficient for understanding those 
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behaviors and their effect on relationships. Partners disagreed on the events that occurred within 

their relationship (e.g., Jacobson & Moore, 1981), for example, and spouses and outside 

observers frequently disagreed in their evaluations of dyadic behaviors (e.g., Floyd & Markman, 

1983). The idea that observable behaviors might not be objectively decoded by partners 

suggested that two partners inhabiting the same relationship might perceive one another’s 

behaviors in very different ways, and that private cognitive processes governed how partners 

interpreted and responded to overt interactional behaviors. Drawing in particular from attribution 

theory in social psychology (Kelley, 1967; Weiner, 1985), Frank Fincham, Neil Jacobson, and 

other scholars explored how communication reflected spouses’ higher-order cognitions about the 

meaning of the behavior.  

A review of multiple correlational studies examining the nature of attributions in 

marriage found consistent evidence for situational versus global attributions as predictors of 

relationship satisfaction (Bradbury & Fincham, 1990). Specifically, marital dissatisfaction is 

consistently associated with spouses’ tendency to attribute positive events to circumstances 

rather than the global characteristics of the partner or relationship. Conversely, marital 

dissatisfaction is associated with spouses’ tendency to believe that negative events are caused by 

their partner rather than due to situational factors of a given incident. A review of experimental, 

clinical outcome, and longitudinal studies is consistent with this formulation, and suggests 

further that attributions influence marital satisfaction rather than vice versa (Bradbury & 

Fincham, 1990). Indeed, a longitudinal study found that wives who made non-benign attributions 

for their relationship difficulties (e.g., blaming husbands’ global characteristics) experienced 

decreases in relationship satisfaction over time (Fincham & Bradbury, 1987). In addition, 

maladaptive attributions have a significant, independent effect on relationship satisfaction over 
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and above couples’ negative affectivity, suggesting that attribution style is not simply an artifact 

of negativity (Karney, Bradbury, Fincham, & Sullivan, 1994). Explicit integration of cognitive 

concepts with behavioral models demonstrated that established behavioral correlates of 

relationship distress, including negative behavior and reciprocation of negative behavior, were 

correlated with partners’ attributions for their partners actions, independent of relationship 

satisfaction (Bradbury & Fincham, 1992; Miller & Bradbury, 1995).  

Despite consistent evidence that maladaptive attributions might compromise relationship 

satisfaction and the behaviors that might otherwise support it, emerging studies suggest that 

examining attributional styles in isolation is likely incomplete without accounting for the 

demands of couples’ environments. Experimental and observational studies demonstrate that 

economic deprivation compromises cognitive processes and judgement (Gennetian & Shafir, 

2015; Mani, Mullainathan, Shafir, & Zhao, 2013; Shah, Mullainathan, & Shafir, 2012). The 

ability to see the broader context of a partner’s negative behavior is cognitively effortful 

(Sullivan & Conway, 1989), and indeed, when spouses experience upward fluctuations in stress 

over time, spouses are more likely to blame their partners for their negative behaviors (i.e., 

global/dispositional attributions; Neff & Karney, 2004). These findings suggest that spouses’ 

immediate experiences of economic deprivation may exacerbate the negative effects of non-

benign attributions for marital problems.  

Going beyond couples’ immediate demands and stress, the social capital of couples’ 

social network members may also interact with couples’ attributions of marital problems. Low-

income black and Latino families have been characterized as having extended social networks 

comprised of formal and informal family relationships (Johnson & Staples, 2004; McAdoo, 

1998; McGlade, Saha, & Dahlstrom, 2004). Some studies of ethnically diverse families suggest 
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that such extended networks may be a source of emotional support and practical support (Hayes-

Bautista, Schink, & Chapa, 1988; Menjívar, 1997; Scott & Black, 1999). However, other studies 

suggest that, relative to white couples, the social networks of ethnic minority couples contain less 

support, more demands, and poorer quality relationship (Jackson, Kennedy, Bradbury, & 

Karney, 2014; Marks et al., 2008; Timmer, Veroff, & Hatchett, 1996). To the extent that a 

broadly supportive social network can alleviate the cognitive demands on low-income couples, 

social capital may attenuate the costs of couples’ non-beneficent attributions. Conversely, a 

demanding social network may deplete couples’ already limited cognitive resources and 

exacerbate the negative consequences of non-benign attributions.  

Thus, the third proposed study will expand previous models of cognitive processes by 

investigating how couples’ broader social network interact with couples’ attributions of their 

own economic circumstances. Study 3 aims to determine: (1) Do classic associations between 

maladaptive attributions and satisfaction well-studied within the context of middle-class 

lifestyles also replicate and extend to low-income couples living with fewer resources? (2) Are 

different dimensions of couples’ context—specifically couples’ financial strain and the potential 

resources from their social network—associated with their likelihood of making maladaptive 

attributions? (3) In integrating conceptions of attributions and context I ultimately ask: Do these 

dimensions of couples’ context interact with maladaptive attributions to predict relationship 

satisfaction?   

Evidence contrary to Aim 3 of Study 3 would suggest that the negative effect of 

maladaptive attributions on satisfaction is relatively constant and generalizable across couples 

rather than dependent on the immediate constraints of a couple’s environment, lending support to 

classic models of cognitive processes in marriage. Findings in support of Aim 3, on the other 
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hand, may suggest that the effects of benign or non-benign attributions are sensitive to contextual 

constraints and resources.  

Proposed Dissertation 

In short, classic predictors of relationship outcomes—communication behaviors and 

attributional processes—may operate differently when considering the larger context in which 

couples’ relationships form and develop. The proposed dissertation aims to understand the 

economic, social, and interpersonal contexts that characterize low-income, ethnically diverse 

newlyweds and how these factors combine to affect the quality of their unions. With two 

longitudinal studies and one cross-sectional study, I examine the effects of stress as they occur 

from more proximal to distal sources (i.e., financial strain, neighborhood wealth). An adequate 

study of this population would require sampling among newlyweds, and doing so will address a 

limitation of previous studies that sampled from couples that varied widely in relationship length. 

In those studies, the least satisfied and divorced couples may have already been self-selected out 

of the sample. Together, these studies will offer a detailed look at how contextual stressors are 

related to relationship outcomes, and how classic conceptions of communication behaviors and 

cognitive appraisals can be embellished when considering couples’ broader economic and social 

contexts.  
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General Figures 

 
 
 
 
 
Microsystem 
Direct roles and relations with others and 
direct interaction with physical features of 
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educational, legal, and political systems   
  
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 0.1 Social ecological model. Adapted from Bronfenbrenner, 1979. 
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STUDY 1: Does Communication Moderate Effects of Residential Mobility on Relationship 

Satisfaction Among Low-Income Couples? 

Introduction 

Some of the most dominant efforts to understand intimate relationships have focused on 

understanding couples’ communication and the unconstructive exchanges between partners 

during conflict (Jacobson & Margolin, 1979; Thibaut & Kelley, 1959). The implication of this 

work was that understanding current relationship functioning required consideration of the 

quality of how couples behaved during important marital discussion. Whereas behavioral models 

of relationships assert that dyadic communication processes are a primary cause of distress and 

dissolution, emerging perspectives argue that these outcomes result from the interplay between 

dyadic processes and the challenges and opportunities afforded by partners’ immediate social 

and economic contexts (Bodenmann, 2005; Conger et al., 1999; Karney & Bradbury, 1995, 

2005). This study tests the validity of two claims made by these emerging contextual models. In 

Aim 1, I test whether changes in couples’ living circumstances—in this case, moving to a 

neighborhood with a lower or higher median income—predict changes in relationship 

satisfaction. In Aim 2, I examine whether the effects of these moves on relationships differ 

depending upon the quality of communication that couples display.  

Changes in Neighborhood Context 

I seek to explore potential environmental effects on relationships by evaluating the extent 

to which judgments of relationship satisfaction are sensitive to residential mobility. Given that 

stressors associated with social status are particularly consequential for ethnically diverse, low-

income couples (Bramlett & Mosher, 2002), we might predict that living in disadvantaged 

neighborhoods will be costly for relationships. Analysis of neighborhood-level census data 
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demonstrates that divorce rates are higher among couples living in poorer neighborhoods (South, 

2001), suggesting that moving from a disadvantaged neighborhood may be beneficial to couples. 

Indeed, when black and Latino families are randomly assigned to move to affluent 

neighborhoods, adults are exposed to less violence, experience fewer health problems, and 

require less cash assistance (Fauth, Leventhal, & Brooks-Gunn, 2004; Rosenbaum & Harris, 

2001).  

Yet a competing hypothesis asserts that moving to relative affluence need not be entirely 

beneficial. de Souza Briggs (1997) proposes that individuals who ‘move up’ may experience the 

costs of relative deprivation or social comparison (i.e., the costs of comparing one’s own 

disadvantaged social standing relative to more affluent neighbors), while noting that moving 

low-income families into wealthier neighborhoods does not routinely improve family finances. 

Families who move may find it more difficult to attain employment because of the unmatched 

competitiveness with affluent neighbors, discrimination, and lack of adequate transportation, 

necessary skills, and well-placed contacts (Burby & Rohe, 1989). Third, moving up may leave 

individuals with less social capital, i.e., tangible and intangible support from a social network (de 

Souza Briggs, 1997), as leaving a dense social network of supportive ties and shared norms may 

limit social support. Adults who move to affluent neighborhoods are less likely to socialize with 

neighbors (Fauth et al., 2004) and are more likely to experience geographic isolation owing to 

poor public transportation (Rosenbaum & Harris, 2001). And while young children benefit when 

their parents are randomly selected to move up, older children experience negative long-term 

impacts (Chetty, Hendren, & Katz, 2016). In sum, upward residential mobility does not appear to 

be uniformly beneficial, and ample evidence depicts moving as a disruptive experience.  

Interaction with Dyadic Communication Behaviors 
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In addition to the cost of decreased relationship satisfaction, circumstances characterizing 

the lives of disadvantaged couples might also disrupt the emotional tenor of their relationships. 

Financial strain is associated with higher levels of negative communication and lower levels of 

positive communication (Conger et al., 1999; Masarik et al., 2016). Couples living in more 

disadvantaged neighborhoods are also known to communicate with less positivity than couples 

living in more affluent neighborhoods (Cutrona et al., 2003). This latter finding, though arising 

from cross-sectional data, is particularly noteworthy in that neighborhood disadvantage was 

derived from census data while couple communication was observed directly, eliminating shared 

method variance as an alternative explanation. Overall, then, while adverse contexts might be 

broadly disruptive in intimate relationships, their effects might be especially acute among 

couples contending with lower incomes and social disadvantage, and these effects might be 

particularly detrimental to the relationship outcomes of couples who display poorer 

communication. 

Growing empirical understanding of dyadic processes provides yet another argument in 

favor of expanding classic communication-based models of relationships. Multiple studies of 

middle class couples have demonstrated observed communication as a correlate of spouses’ 

reports of relationship satisfaction (for meta-analysis, see Woodin, 2011) ranging from small to 

medium effects. At the same time, null and counter-intuitive findings suggest that the association 

between communication and relationship quality is not as straightforward as we might predict. 

For example, some studies have observed higher levels of negativity among newlyweds 

predicting higher levels of relationship quality over time (Overall et al., 2009). Thus, while there 

is little doubt that couples communicate with more frustration and less warmth once they become 

dissatisfied in their relationship, demonstrating a clear causal association between the quality of 
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communication and relationship outcomes has been surprisingly difficult. 

Because unexpected and complex effects such as these can signal the presence of 

moderation (Baron & Kenny, 1986), here I test whether contextual influences interact with 

interpersonal processes to explain changes in relationship satisfaction. I turn to the Vulnerability-

Stress-Adaptation model (Karney & Bradbury, 1995) which argues that when circumstances 

change and couples need to collaborate in navigating those changes, couples who can activate an 

adaptive response will gain a greater sense of relationship satisfaction while couples who cannot 

mobilize such a response may conclude that their relationship is less rewarding than it was 

previously.  

The present study integrates established but complex findings relating couple 

communication to relationship satisfaction with emerging conceptions of how relationships are 

situated within, and influenced by, socioeconomic circumstances. To do so I draw directly upon 

the novel method adopted by Cutrona and colleagues (2003) to reduce shared method variance 

between key constructs. This includes observing couple communication directly and using 

census data to estimate each couple’s median neighborhood income, in addition to collecting 

self-reports of relationship satisfaction as the primary outcome. Collection of four waves of 

longitudinal data on these variables allows me to build upon Cutrona et al.’s cross-sectional 

study. Specifically, longitudinal data allow me to: (a) establish a stable between-couple estimate 

of couples’ communication quality; (b) study within-couple changes in median neighborhood 

income that result from residential mobility; and (c) test whether communication quality interacts 

with increases and decreases in neighborhood income to predict changes in relationship 

satisfaction. Data are collected from ethnically diverse couples, in view of evidence that these 

couples are generally at elevated risk for adverse relationship outcomes, and I focus specifically 
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on the first few years of marriage because relationship changes tend to be greatest during this 

period (Bramlett & Mosher, 2002). 

I address two Aims with these data. I ask in Aim 1: do within-couple changes in 

neighborhood income predict fluctuations in relationship satisfaction? While contextual models 

of relationships suggest that moving to neighborhoods with higher median incomes will 

correspond with improvements in relationship satisfaction, I temper this prediction with evidence 

that better neighborhoods can be disruptive (de Souza Briggs, 1997) and the finding that higher 

neighborhood income corresponds with lower levels of relationship satisfaction (Cutrona et al., 

2003). Longitudinal data will enable me to clarify whether this latter result was spurious or a 

valid reflection of how changes in context can inadvertently generate stress for couples. I ask in 

Aim 2, is the effect of residential mobility on relationship satisfaction moderated by couple 

communication? In describing the nature of such an interaction, I draw from Masten’s (2001) 

promising idea of a risk-activated moderator. In much the same way that airbags in automobiles 

are largely inactive but then play a powerful causal role when circumstances change, I propose 

that communication remains largely dormant and inconsequential until couples pass a threshold 

of changes in context that will activate the need for adaptation by couples. Past this threshold, the 

quality of couple communication should sort out those relationships that grow stronger or 

weaker, much like the quality of airbags would determine likelihood of survival among those in a 

head-on collision.  

Method 

Sampling  

Sampling was undertaken to yield first-married newlywed couples in which partners were 

of the same ethnicity, living in neighborhoods in Los Angeles County. Recently married couples 
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were identified through names and addresses on marriage license applications. Addresses were 

matched with census data to identify applicants living in census block groups wherein the 

median household income is less than 160% of the 1999 federal poverty level for a 4-person 

family. Next, names on the licenses were weighted using data from a Bayesian Census Surname 

Combination, which integrates census and surname information to produce a multinomial 

probability of membership in each of four racial/ethnic categories (Hispanic, African American, 

Asian, and Caucasian/other). Couples were chosen using probabilities proportionate to the ratio 

of target prevalences to the population prevalences, weighted by the couple's average estimated 

probability of being Hispanic, African American, or Caucasian, which are the three largest 

groups of people living in poverty in Los Angeles County (United States Census Bureau, 2002). 

Participants 

The 431 identified couples participated in data collection four times over 36 months. At 

baseline, marriages averaged 4.8 months in duration (SD = 2.5) with 0.6 children (SD = 1.0). 

Husbands’ mean age was 27.9 (SD = 5.8) and wives’ mean age was 26.3 (SD = 5.0). Wives had a 

mean income of $28,672 (SD = $24,549) and husbands had a mean income of $34,153 (SD = 

$27,094). Twelve percent of couples were African American, 12% Caucasian, and 76% 

Hispanic, roughly consistent with proportions of people living in poverty in Los Angeles County 

(12.9% African American, 14.7% Caucasian, and 60.5% Hispanic; United States Census Bureau, 

2002). Of the Hispanic couples, 33% spoke Spanish in their interactions; all African American 

and Caucasian couples spoke English. Ten couples were not video recorded because participants 

declined, and six because equipment malfunctioned, leaving 414 couples for analysis. 

Procedure 

 At baseline (T1) couples were visited in their homes by two interviewers who took 
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spouses to separate areas to ensure privacy and orally administered self-report measures. Partners 

were then reunited for three 8-min videotaped discussions—a problem solving discussion, 

husband social support discussion, and wife social support discussion. In the problem-solving 

task, partners were asked to identify a topic of disagreement in their relationship and then to 

work towards a mutually satisfying resolution. For the two social support discussions, one 

spouse was asked to “talk about something you would like to change about yourself,” while the 

partner was instructed to “be involved in the discussion and respond in whatever way you wish.” 

The order of the two support discussions was randomly assigned. Interviewers returned 9 months 

(T2; n = 375), 18 months (T3; n = 359), and 27 months after baseline (T4; n = 336) and 

administered the same interview protocol. Couples were debriefed and paid $75 for T1, $100 for 

T2, $125 for T3 and $150 for T4. The RAND Survey Research Group collected these data, and 

the RAND Institutional Review Board approved all procedures.  

Behavioral Observation 

Videotapes were scored by 16 trained coders using the Iowa Family Interaction Rating 

Scales (IFIRS; Melby et al., 1998), a macrocoding system used successfully with diverse 

samples (Cutrona et al., 2003). Unlike microcoding systems, the IFIRS gives each spouse a 

single score for each code at the end of the task rather than for multiple short time segments. 

Coders—five of whom were native Spanish speakers—coded only in their native language. 

Coders participated in 10 hours of training per week for 3 months and were required to pass 

written and viewing tests at an 80% accuracy level before coding tapes. Coders also participated 

in weekly 2-hour training meetings consisting of a variety of structured activities (e.g., watching 

examples of specific codes) designed to minimize drift and ensure fidelity to the IFIRS codes. 

Coders viewed each of the interaction tasks three to four times using the Noldus Observer 
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XT coding software, using the built-in capabilities to note behaviors of both spouses. Coders 

then used their recorded notations to assign a single score for each spouse for each code, using 

the criteria from the IFIRS coding manual (Melby et al., 1998). The possible scores range from 

1–9, with a score of 1 indicating that the behavior did not occur and a score of 9 indicating that 

“the behavior occurs frequently or with significant intensity” (Melby et al., 1998, pp. 7-8).  

To assess reliability, 20% of the videos were randomly assigned to be coded by two 

coders chosen at random from the pool of 16 coders. The scores of the two coders were 

compared, and any scores discrepant by more than one point were resolved by both coders 

working together. For all three scales, intraclass correlations (ICCs) exceeded .70 for husbands 

and wives across all waves of the study. The final set of scores used in analyses for the reliability 

tapes included scores that matched across the two coders during their initial individual coding 

(when codes were off by 1 point, the score from the randomly designated “primary coder” was 

used), and discrepant scores were replaced by the scores from the second joint coding. Factor 

analysis was used to reduce the IFIRS codes to positivity, negativity, and effective 

communication. 

Measures 

Relationship satisfaction. Relationship satisfaction, conceptualized as spouses’ global 

sentiment towards the relationship, was assessed by summing responses on an 8-item 

questionnaire. Five items asked how satisfied the respondent was with certain areas of their 

relationship (e.g., “amount of time spent together”), and were scored on a 5-point scale (ranging 

from 1 = very dissatisfied to 5 = very satisfied). Three items asked the degree to which the 

participant agreed with a statement about their relationship, (e.g., “How much do you trust your 

partner?”) and were scored on a 4-point scale (1 = not at all, 2 = not that much, 3 = somewhat, 4 
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= completely). Scores are a summation of the item responses, with scores ranging from 8 (very 

dissatisfied) to 37 (very satisfied). Coefficient a exceeded .70 for husbands and wives across all 

waves of the study. 

Neighborhood income. Using the home addresses reported by each couple, 2010 U.S. 

Census data was used to determine the median neighborhood income of the Census block group 

in which each couple resided at each of the four waves; couples who did not move had the same 

median neighborhood income at each wave. Census block groups are the smallest geographical 

area published by the Census, thus offering the most precise measurement of couples’ 

neighborhood context. Among the 431 couples, 401 couples resided in unique Census block 

group areas and no more than 2 couples lived within the same block group at T1.  

Moved. A dichotomous variable indicated whether the couple moved within the last nine 

months, with 0 = did not move and 1 = moved.  

Family income. Each spouse reported their household income bracket, with possible 

responses ranging from “under $5,000,” “$5,000-9,999,” “$10,000-14,999,” etc. until “greater 

than $100,000.” The midpoint of the reported income bracket was used as the reported family 

income value, with “greater than $100,000” set to $100,000. Husbands and wives’ reports of 

family income were averaged to create a composite family income variable for each wave.  

 Observed communication behavior. Using the IFIRS, positivity, negativity, and 

effectiveness scores were calculated for each partner, aggregated across the three discussion 

tasks in each of the four assessments. A positivity behavioral scale, accounting for expressions of 

warmth and closeness within the interaction, was created by averaging an individual’s scores on 

the group enjoyment, positive mood, warmth/support, physical affection, humor/laugh, 

endearment, and listener responsiveness codes. Coefficient a for positivity ranged from .65 to 
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.74 for husbands and wives across all waves of the study. A negativity behavioral scale, 

accounting for anger and divisive behaviors within the interaction, was created by averaging an 

individual’s scores on the angry coercion, contempt, denial, disruptive process, dominance, 

hostility, interrogation, and verbal attack codes. Coefficient a for negativity ranged from .76 to 

.82 for husbands and wives across all waves of the study. An effectiveness behavioral scale, 

accounting for the couple’s problem-solving skills in resolving an issue, was created by 

averaging an individual’s scores on the assertiveness, communication, effective process, solution 

quality, and solution quantity codes. Coefficient a for effectiveness ranged from .65 to .78 for 

husbands and wives across all waves of the study. Possible scores on the measures of observed 

positivity, negativity, and effectiveness range from 1 to 9.  

 With the observed positivity, negativity, and effectiveness composites that I had available 

at each of the four waves, I collapsed across time to create aggregated indices of these 

composites (i.e. T1-T4 mean positivity, negativity, effectiveness) for each spouse. Creating 

across-time composites provide me with a robust characterization of couples’ general capacity to 

communicate, enabling analysis of between-couple effects of communication on changes in 

relationship satisfaction as couples encounter new environments over time.  

Analytic Plan 

Data were analyzed using multilevel modeling (MLM). Using Raudenbush, Brennan, and 

Barnett’s (1995) multivariate approach, analyses were conducted as 2-level models with repeated 

measures (Level 1, within-person) nested within individuals (Level 2, between-person). 

Husbands and wives were included in the same model to account for interdependence in the 

dyadic data, and analyses were conducted in Stata version 13.0.  

Testing question 1: Effects of context changes on relationship satisfaction. To address 
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my first hypothesis, I use a within-person model which tests whether, on waves in which couples 

live in more affluent neighborhoods than usual (i.e., relative to their own cross-wave average), 

spouses have higher or lower relationship satisfaction than usual within that same wave. In other 

words, testing within-person changes allows me to see how fluctuations in a spouse’s 

neighborhood is associated with fluctuations in the spouse’s relationship satisfaction.  

I test for within-person effects at Level 1 (repeated observations, Equation 1a). 

Relationship satisfaction at a given wave will be modeled as a function of intercept, time, 

changes in neighborhood income, changes in family income, and moving. I center neighborhood 

income and family income around the individual’s mean (creating person-centered variables). 

Thus, values below zero represent a level lower than average for that individual and values above 

zero represent a level higher than average.  

Testing Question 2: Communication as risk-activated moderator. As noted 

previously, I expect that the effect of communication will be non-significant when couples are 

not undergoing substantial changes in context. Thus, I examine my second hypothesis by first 

testing that between-couple differences in communication do not exert a main effect on 

relationship satisfaction in and of itself (i.e., a model without changes in neighborhood income). 

Second, I test whether communication interacts with neighborhood income changes. That is, do 

couples who on average display less constructive communication (low positivity and 

effectiveness, high negativity), experience even greater changes in relationship satisfaction when 

faced with changing neighborhoods compared to highly constructive couples?  

I test for between-person effects at Level 2 (Equation 1b). At Level 2, I enter the 

between-person communication variables, thus creating a two-way, cross-level interaction. That 

is, level-2 variables are ones in which individuals’ communication scores are averaged across all 
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waves (i.e., composite scores on positivity, negativity, or effectiveness). Communication 

variables were centered at the overall grand mean; thus, values below zero indicate that the 

spouse’s behavior was below the sample average and values above zero indicate that the spouse 

was above the sample average. 

Level 1:  

Relationship satisfaction it = (female)it[πf0i + πf1i (time)it + πf2i(Δ neighborhood income) it 

+ πf3i (Δ family income) it + πf4i (moving)it] 

+ (male)it[πm0i + πm1i (time)it + πm2i(Δ neighborhood income) it + πm3i (Δ family income) it 

+ πm4i (moving)it] + eit 

Level 2: 

πf0i = βf00 + βf01(female M positivity/negativity/effectiveness)i + uf0i 

πf1i = βf10 + uf1i 

πf2i = βf20 + βf21(female M positivity/negativity/effectiveness)i + uf2i 

πf3i = βf30  

πf4i = βf40 

πm0i = βm00 + βm01(male M positivity/negativity/effectiveness)i + um0i 

πm1i = βm10 + um1i 

πm2i = βm20 + βm21(male M positivity/negativity/effectiveness)i + um2i 

πm3i = βm30  

πm4i = βm40 

Given that couples may differ in their baseline neighborhood income, I also test for the 

possibility that the effect of moving to higher- or lower-income neighborhoods may be 

dependent on where couples are moving from, relative to other couples. In other words, the 

(1a) 

(1b) 
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effects of moving to a wealthier neighborhood may differ between couples who moved from 

significantly low-income areas versus couples who moved from middle-class neighborhoods. As 

such, I model a three-way interaction between couples’ baseline neighborhood income with 

changes in neighborhood income and mean communication and thus created an interaction 

between two Level 2 predictors and a Level 1 predictor. I therefore modified the same Equation 

1b above to include a multiplicative term between Mean Positivity/Negativity/ Effectiveness and 

T1 Neighborhood Income for wives and husbands [e.g. for wives: πf2i = βf20 + βf21(female M 

communication)i + βf22(T1 neighborhood income)i + βf23(female M communication)X(T1 

neighborhood income)i ]. 

Finally, after identifying any significant interactions between neighborhood income and 

communication, I examine whether the moderation effect is better described as a risk-activated 

moderator. Evidence in support of a risk-activated moderator would need to demonstrate that the 

effects of between-couple differences in communication are evident only when there are non-

trivial changes in the environment. I will do this by conducting regions of significance tests for 

any significant moderation effect found in the present study. As recommended by Preacher, 

Curran, and Bauer (2006), a region of significance defines the specific values in a predictor at 

which the effect of a moderator transitions from non-significance to significance. That is, regions 

of significance can identify the point at which changes in neighborhood income significantly 

activates and interacts with positivity, negativity, and effectiveness when it is otherwise 

nonpredictive of relationship satisfaction (i.e., when a couple’s change in neighborhood income 

is not within the regions of significance).  

 Results 

Descriptive Statistics 
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Across the 431 couples from T1-T4, family income ranged from $25,000 to $100,000 

with a sample median of $50,000 across time; median neighborhood income ranged from 

$13,235 to $175,948 with a sample average of $41,481. One hundred and ninety-six couples 

(45%) moved at some point during the study, with 54 couples moving more than once. Changes 

in neighborhood income from one wave to the following wave ranged from -$95,149 to 

+$107,438, with 54% of all moves resulting in an increase in neighborhood income. Baseline 

(T1) neighborhood income was significantly correlated with changes in neighborhood income (r 

= -.52, p < .05) such that couples who experienced increases in neighborhood income were more 

likely to live in relatively poorer neighborhoods at baseline.  

Table 1.1 presents descriptive statistics and correlations between key study variables. 

Whether or not a couple moved at any time point was unrelated to all assessments of relationship 

satisfaction for husbands and wives (r ranging from -.068 to .092, all ns) and unrelated to all 

three couple communication variables for husbands and wives (r ranging from -.086 to .067, all 

ns). Thus, I find no evidence that these couple characteristics make it more or less likely that 

couples move to a new residence. In addition, positivity, negativity, and effectiveness were all 

moderately correlated (r = |.20 - .47|, p < .05), suggesting that the three dimensions of 

communication behaviors were related but distinguishable. Correlations between relationship 

satisfaction and the communication variables across the four waves ranged from small to 

medium for wives (r = |.13 - .30|, p < .05) and from nonsignificant to medium for husbands (r = 

|.07 - .22|). 

Are changes in neighborhood income associated with changes in relationship satisfaction? 

As predicted, changes in neighborhood income were significantly associated with 

changes in relationship satisfaction. Specifically, and consistent with cross-sectional findings 
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reported by Cutrona et al. (2003), when couples moved and their new neighborhood income 

increased above the couple’s mean level of neighborhood income, relationship satisfaction 

decreased below each spouse’s mean level of satisfaction. Conversely, when couples moved and 

their neighborhood income decreased, relationship satisfaction increased above each spouse’s 

mean level of quality. As seen in Table 1.2, this association was evident for husbands (z = -2.18, 

p = .029) and for wives (z = -2.36, p = .018), after adjusting for the effects of moving and family 

income. In addition, the main effect for the act of moving was nonsignificant for husbands (z = -

1.35, p = 0.178) and wives (z = 0.64, p = 0.520).1  

Does observed communication moderate the association between changes in neighborhood 

income and changes in relationship satisfaction? 

Main effects of communication. First, tests of whether communication behaviors can 

exert a main effect on relationship satisfaction in and of itself revealed nonsignificant 

associations for husbands and wives for all behavioral codes (positivity: husbands z = .03, p = 

.978, wives z = -.03, p = .972; negativity: husbands z = -.03, p = .977, wives z < .01, p = .998; 

effectiveness: husbands z < .01, p = .998, wives, z = .01, p = .995). These findings are at odds 

with classic perspectives on associations between couple communication and relationship 

satisfaction, while aligning with my view that the effects of communication might remain 

                                                
1 Supplemental analyses indicated that the negative association between changes in 
neighborhood income and relationship satisfaction remained significant after entering other 
covariates in the model, specifically: the effects of parental status and changes in neighborhood 
racial composition (i.e., Census estimates of the percentage of white residents) during that move. 
In addition, the negative effects of neighborhood income were not moderated by parental status 
or racial composition. That is, the negative effects of moving up were not dependent on whether 
the couple had children or whether the couple moved to a neighborhood that had more or less 
white residents. 
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dormant until circumstances activate them. I turn next to test this prediction directly. 

Simple moderating effects: Results for wives. The association between changes in 

neighborhood income and relationship satisfaction was significantly moderated by wives’ mean 

levels of positivity and effectiveness, such that the association was stronger for couples in which 

wives displayed less positivity and less effectiveness (Table 2, two-way interaction: z = 2.33, p = 

.020 and z = 2.67, p = .007, respectively).  

Figure 1 depicts the interaction between changes in neighborhood income and wives’ 

positivity (Panel A) and effectiveness (Panel B). Lines illustrate the negative effect of 

neighborhood income for wives with levels of positivity and effectiveness equal to the sample 

mean or +/- 1 standard deviation or +/- 2 standard deviations from the sample mean. As seen in 

Figure 1.1, the negative effect of moving to more wealthy neighborhoods was significant only 

among wives who displayed mean levels or lower on communication relative to other wives 

(significant simple slopes indicated with asterisks). That is, only couples in which the wife was 

lower on positivity or effectiveness experienced a decrease in relationship satisfaction when they 

moved to a wealthier neighborhood, whereas more positive or effective wives were buffered 

from the negative effect of moving to a higher-income neighborhood. Conversely, wives who 

were lower on positivity or effectiveness experienced an increase in relationship satisfaction 

when they moved to a poorer neighborhood. 

In addition, I tested a 3-way interaction between T1 neighborhood income, changes in 

neighborhood income, and spouse’s mean communication. For wives, this 3-way interaction was 

nonsignificant for positivity and effectiveness (z = -0.42, p = .672 and z = -0.84, p = .403 

respectively), but was significant for negativity (z = 2.88, p = .004; see Table 1.2, three-way 

interaction). This means that the interaction between negativity and changes in neighborhood 
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income was itself moderated by the couple’s baseline neighborhood income, indicating that the 

costs of moving up were only evident among negative wives who were moving from relatively 

poorer neighborhoods. Figure 1.2 depicts the interaction between changes in neighborhood 

income and wives’ negativity, with each panel representing this interaction when T1 

neighborhood income is (a) -1 SD below the mean (which equates to a median neighborhood 

income of $25,700), (b) at the mean ($44,011), and (c) +1 SD above the mean ($62,321). Much 

like the significant 2-way interactions for positivity and effectiveness wherein poor 

communication exacerbated the effect of moving up, poor communication as measured by high 

levels of negativity also exacerbated the effect of moving up, but only among couples who at 

baseline lived in poorer neighborhoods (see Figure 1.2, Panel A).  

Simple moderating effects: Results for husbands. Husbands’ mean levels of 

communication did not moderate the association between changes in neighborhood income and 

relationship satisfaction (positivity: z = 0.75, p = .451; negativity: z = 0.10, p = .919; 

effectiveness: z = -0.07 p = .942). That is, the 2-way interaction between husbands’ 

communication and change in neighborhood were nonsignificant for all communication 

behaviors. Similarly, the 3-way interactions between T1 neighborhood income, changes in 

neighborhood income, and husbands’ mean communication were all nonsignificant (positivity z 

= -0.79, p = .431; negativity: z = 0.21, p = .834; effectiveness: z = -0.31, p = .759). 

Regions of significance in the communication x neighborhood income interactions. 

To test for the hypothesis that communication is better described as a risk-activated moderator, I 

sought to identify the point at which changes in median neighborhood income were substantial 

enough to interact with wives’ communication. Thus, I further probed the significant two-way 

interactions for positivity and effectiveness found among wives by identifying the regions of 
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significance. As Figure 1.1 illustrates, the interaction between wives’ communication and 

neighborhood income was significant only when moving resulted in fairly substantial changes in 

median neighborhood income. Specifically, positivity moderated the income-relationship 

satisfaction association only when increases in neighborhood income were greater than $13,726 

or decreases in neighborhood income exceeded $13,913 (see shaded regions in Figure 1.1, Panel 

A). The interaction between wives’ effectiveness and neighborhood income was significant only 

when moving led to increases greater than $11,425 or decreases exceeded $9,204 (see shaded 

regions in Figure 1.1, Panel B). As illustrated by the unshaded regions in Figure 1.1, when 

moves did not result in much change in a couples’ median neighborhood income, relationship 

satisfaction did not change reliably when comparing couples in which wives were two standard 

deviations above and below the mean in positivity or effectiveness. 

Results of the regions of significance test for the 3-way negativity interaction indicated 

that wives’ negativity significantly interacted with neighborhood income only among couples 

who at baseline lived in poorer neighborhoods (i.e., -1 SD below the mean). As the shaded 

regions in Figure 1.2 Panel A show, the negative effect of neighborhood income change was 

only evident among highly negative wives when moving resulted in increases in neighborhood 

income greater than $7,044 or decreases in neighborhood income greater than $7,285.  

Discussion  

Explanations for why relationships grow stronger and weaker tend to emphasize the 

quality of communication that partners display during important conversations. Although those 

explanations have proven fruitful, newer models proposed by Bodenmann (2005), Conger et al. 

(1999), and Karney and Bradbury (2005) assert that dyadic processes alone are unlikely to 

account for relationship development. Instead, understanding how dyadic processes influence 
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relationship outcomes requires that they be situated within the larger array of settings that 

couples inhabit. Consistent with these perspectives, I found that relationship satisfaction did 

change for husbands and wives when couples moved to more and less affluent neighborhoods. 

However, relationship satisfaction was unrelated to average levels of observed communication, a 

finding that runs counter to the traditional view that couples who typically communicate well 

will generally enjoy better relationships. Instead, couples’ tendency for constructive 

communication came to be associated with changes in relationship satisfaction only when 

changes in context were sufficiently large. Specifically, only when couples moved to 

neighborhoods with median incomes differing by ~$7-14,000 from their original neighborhood 

did their communication come to predict changes in relationship satisfaction. Critically, these 

results held after controlling for between-couple variance in moving, suggesting that changes in 

neighborhood environments were contributing to the observed effects rather than the stress of 

moving by itself. Below I discuss how these results might shed light on the ways in which 

changes in couples’ context affect their developing relationships.  

With regards to my first question, I found that nearly half of all couples moved at some 

point during the three-year longitudinal study, and their relationship satisfaction improved with 

moves to poorer neighborhoods and declined with moves to wealthier neighborhoods. Thus, 

while it is possible to view mobility to a higher-income neighborhood as a move towards less 

stress and more resources, these findings highlight the possibility that higher-income 

neighborhoods may create stressors not previously encountered in the lower-income 

neighborhood. On one hand this is a surprising result, as I might have expected relationship 

satisfaction to rise with moves to higher-income neighborhoods, yet my findings are consistent 

with a prior cross-sectional study of established couples: Cutrona and colleagues (2003) found 
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that couples living in higher-income neighborhoods reported lower relationship satisfaction 

compared to couples living in lower-income neighborhoods. Moving to higher-income 

neighborhoods may not always improve couples’ circumstances, as ‘moving up’ might incur 

costs, perhaps through growing physical or psychological distance from important network 

members and changes in one’s income standing relative to one’s neighbors. Indeed, moves to 

neighborhoods with lower median incomes might well have been undertaken to circumvent just 

these sorts of difficult adjustments, possibly enabling relationship satisfaction to rise. While I 

have to be careful not to generalize to other sorts of shifts in housing, I note that intervention 

studies randomizing families to move sometimes yield mixed effects (e.g., Chetty et al., 2016). 

These findings highlight the subtlety and complexity of the dynamic environments that couples 

occupy.  

With regards to my second question, I found clear evidence for between-couple 

differences in communication as a moderator of context changes. As the shaded regions in 

Figure 1.1 illustrates, only relatively large increases in neighborhood wealth were associated 

with disruptions to relationship satisfaction, particularly so among poor communicators. Couples 

in which the wife was low on positivity or effectiveness relative to other wives experienced a 

decrease in relationship satisfaction when they moved to a wealthier neighborhood (i.e., wives 

scoring equal to or lower than the sample average in their expressions of warmth and cooperation 

and in their ability to work towards a solution to in a conflict with their partner). Couples in 

which the wife was higher on positivity or effectiveness, however, experienced no change in 

relationship satisfaction and were buffered from the effect of moving up. Similarly, Figure 1.2 

illustrates that wives who were higher on negativity (i.e., wives communicating angrily or 

antagonistically towards their partner) experienced a decrease in relationship satisfaction when 
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they moved up, though this was only true among couples who lived in lower-income 

neighborhoods prior to moving. As the unshaded (nonsignificant) regions of Figures 1.1 and 1.2 

suggest, in the absence of substantial change in context, communication behaviors do not appear 

to be systematically associated with changes in relationship satisfaction—in this range, the least 

skilled communicators are no different from the most skilled communicators. Thus, in the same 

way that there is a threshold that governs whether or not the presence of an airbag in a car will 

moderate the effect of an instigating event (e.g., going over a speed bump vs. head-on collision) 

on the well-being of people in the car, so too is there a threshold in changes in neighborhood 

income that governs whether communication will moderate the effect of that change on 

relationship satisfaction. Below this threshold, communication exerts no apparent effect on 

changes in relationship satisfaction. While most of us hope that our airbags will perform 

flawlessly when called upon to protect us, between-couple variability in communication is far 

greater and likely enables some couples to thrive when their living circumstances change 

markedly, just as others falter under similar conditions. Although not hypothesized a priori, the 

findings indicate that moderation was present only for wives. Women’s communication skills 

may be predictive because women tend to closely and consistently monitor the tone of the 

relationship (Doss, Atkins, & Christensen, 2003). Women may be more likely to utilize those 

skills to address relationship problems when they arise because the problems are more easily 

detected and the threshold to action is lower.  

Close inspection of the three communication X neighborhood income interactions 

indicate that couples with below-average scores in communication, upon moving to 

neighborhoods with lower median incomes, actually gain more in relationship satisfaction 

relative to their counterparts with above-average scores in communication. In other words, 
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couples with poorer communication experience the greatest costs for moving to higher-income 

neighborhoods but also incur the greatest benefits from moving to lower-income neighborhoods. 

This finding was unexpected, but it is not unprecedented. For example, diary studies of the 

association between daily relationship events and daily ratings of relationship satisfaction show 

that distressed couples are more responsive than satisfied couples to negative and positive 

events, independent of the frequency of those events (e.g., Jacobson, Follette, & McDonald, 

1982). Along similar lines, sequential analysis of videotaped interactions reveals distressed 

couples to be characterized primarily by partners’ reactivity to one another’s behaviors, a 

behavioral response thought to reflect a higher degree of structure or predictability in couple 

conversations as they grow less satisfied with their relationship (Margolin & Wampold, 1981). 

Whether any such tendency toward heightened reactivity is instigated by shifts in circumstance 

remains an open question, and future studies are needed to first replicate and then clarify how 

relatively unskilled communicators might be able to thrive as they transition to more affordable 

neighborhoods. Support for this unexpected result would suggest that the fit between a couples’ 

interpersonal tendencies and their ecological niche might be more important than either factor 

alone, much like the concept of person-environment fit is used in the larger literature on personal 

adjustment. 

Limitations and Implications 

Before considering the implications of the study, I provide some reasons for caution in 

interpreting the results. First, my study of naturally occurring mobility addresses correlational 

data rather than true experimental data and thus does not support causal inferences. I also remain 

tentative about the results of the study because, although the negative effect of neighborhood 

income on relationship satisfaction was found for husbands and wives, I found no evidence that 
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husband behaviors moderated this association. Second, although the negative effects of moving 

to a higher-income neighborhood are statistically reliable and replicate an independent study 

(Cutrona et al., 2003), I cannot make strong claims about the magnitude because traditional 

estimates of effect size do not apply to multilevel models (Holden, Kelley, & Agarwal, 2008). 

Nonetheless, as my figures demonstrate, the scale of changes in my relationship satisfaction 

variable were not large in magnitude and thus give further reason for caution. A third 

consideration is that I examined residential mobility and changes in neighborhood income as 

readily-quantified indicators of general changes in social and economic conditions. Future 

studies are needed to determine whether my findings generalize to other conditions affecting 

couples’ lives (e.g., work stress, growing debt) or generalize to couples beyond ethnically 

diverse, heterosexual couples in their first marriages. Last, my spouses did not report the reasons 

for moving, the effects of moving on their financial debt and mortgage, or exposure to 

discrimination from new neighbors; future work might address these factors as mechanisms by 

which moving to higher-income communities may generate stress for couples.2 

Notwithstanding these limitations, this study is among the first to directly test how 

context interacts with dyadic processes to predict relationship satisfaction, and further research 

using a similar methodological approach is needed to address the inconsistency of how and when 

communication skills are related to relationship outcomes. In addition, a large sample of diverse 

couples living in a wide range of neighborhood contexts, census-based data on neighborhood 

income, and observational data on couple communication are all strengths of this work, as is my 

                                                
2 The negative effects of moving up were not confounded by the effects of having children or by 
changes in the racial demographic of the neighborhood (see Footnote 1), indicating the 
robustness of the neighborhood effect. Nonetheless, these tests are imperfect in detecting the 
direct mechanisms of moving. 
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four-wave longitudinal design and the finding that well-functioning couples were not 

systematically more or less likely to undertake residential moves. I believe these results suggest a 

new perspective on how interpersonal communication—a fundamental and defining element in 

all intimate relationships—functions to affect change in relationship satisfaction. Social 

exchange and social learning theories (e.g., Jacobson & Margolin, 1979) assign great 

significance to interpersonal communication as a generative force in relationships, of course, and 

preventive interventions target behavior change as a key mechanism for improving relationships. 

Finding consistent support for this idea has proven difficult, however, and existing evidence 

supports the idea that dyadic processes are a relatively stable, trait-like characteristic of the 

dyadic system that partners create—processes that deteriorate principally when relationship 

distress becomes overt and unavoidable, and only then becoming amenable to change (e.g., Doss 

et al., 2015). My findings build on this idea and suggest that communication operates less as an 

unmoderated generative force and more as a risk-activated amplifier of other experiences that 

couples undergo, notably when those experiences are significantly different than before. For 

couples who communicate poorly, moves to a wealthier neighborhood may pose their own 

stressors and drain relationship satisfaction whereas couples who communicate well may be 

buffered from objectively identical transitions.  

These results also have practical implications for housing mobility initiatives aiming to 

move families from low-income housing projects to higher-income neighborhoods. For example, 

the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development’s Moving to Opportunity program has 

improved the mental health and physical health of its movers, particularly for young children, but 

the results may not be as straightforward for adults and older children who may experience 

disruption from their existing social network and ultimately strain within the dyad (Chetty et al., 
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2016). Thus, although the majority of studies of randomized controlled programs have analyzed 

the effects of mobility on child and health outcomes, my findings suggest that further research 

should examine the effects on couples and their social networks.  

These findings are consistent with evidence showing that interpersonal processes can 

buffer the negative effects of neighborhood instability (e.g., Riina, Lippert, & Brooks-Gunn, 

2016) and the negative effects of financial strain (Conger et al., 1999). More specifically, 

whereas social learning theory assumes that exchanged behaviors provide the raw material that 

spouses use to make judgments about the quality of their relationship, I might speculate that 

exchanged behaviors serve to heighten or reduce the effects that other experiences come to have 

on the relationship. In this regard, changes in context might present couples with important tests, 

such that couples capable of better communication may be well-positioned to excel on these tests 

and go on to enjoy better relationships, whereas couples who are prone to miscommunication 

will struggle in the face of the challenge and grow disenchanted with each other as a 

consequence.  
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 Tables 

Table 1.1 Mean, Standard Deviation, and Bivariate Correlations Between Main Study Variables 

Table 1.1. Mean, Standard Deviation, and Bivariate Correlations Between Main Study Variables 
Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
1. T1 Relationship Satisfaction .32** .61** .60** .56** .04 .03 .06 .07 .00 .02 .02 .03 .00 .02 .06 .20** -.18** .07 
2. T2 Relationship Satisfaction .57** .48** .67** .63** .06 .07 .10* .09 .02 .03 .00 -.01 .03 .02 .02 .22** -.20** .09 
3. T3 Relationship Satisfaction .53** .65** .43** .69** .05 .02 .01 .03 -.02 -.03 .01 -.02 .04 -.01 .06 .16** -.18** .09 
4. T4 Relationship Satisfaction .51** .58** .63** .48** .03 .04 .04 .01 -.12* -.09 -.08 -.10 -.01 -.06 .09 .19** -.17** .12* 
5. T1 Neighborhood Income .02 .05 .10 .04 1 .74** .65** .55** .26** .27** .31** .26** .00 -.10* -.03 .09 -.12* .14** 
6. T2 Neighborhood Income .07 .02 .10 .06 .74** 1 .84** .73** .30** .32** .40** .33** .05 -.10* -.02 .12* -.14** .13** 
7. T3 Neighborhood Income .04 .05 .06 .04 .65** .84** 1 .90** .30** .33** .39** .32** .05 .05 .01 .15** -.11* .16** 
8. T4 Neighborhood Income .03 .04 .04 .03 .55** .73** .90** 1 .30** .35** .39** .35** .09 .07 .04 .17** -.12* .17** 
9. T1 Family Income .05 .08 .11* .03 .26** .30** .30** .30** 1 .85** .78** .74** -.10* -.06 -.08 .18** -.10* .16** 
10. T2 Family Income .00 .04 .07 -.02 .27** .32** .33** .35** .85** 1 .84** .81** -.13* -.07 -.09 .20** -.09 .19** 
11. T3 Family Income .06 .04 .13* .02 .31** .40** .39** .39** .78** .84** 1 .88** -.10 -.11* -.06 .22** -.15** .20** 
12. T4 Family Income -.01 .02 .09 .01 .26** .33** .32** .35** .74** .81** .88** 1 -.07 -.07 -.11* .19** -.08 .16** 
13. T2 Moved .06 .04 .04 .04 .00 .05 .05 .09 -.10* -.13* -.10 -.07 1 .09* .08 .00 -.08 -.02 
14. T3 Moved .01 -.01 -.07 -.04 -.10* -.10* .05 .07 -.06 -.07 -.11* -.07 .09* 1 .05 .00 .00 -.03 
15. T4 Moved .06 .05 .07 .02 -.03 -.02 .01 .04 -.08 -.09 -.06 -.11* .08 .05 1 .04 -.07 .04 
16. M Positivity .30** .28** .30** .23** .06 .08 .09 .11* .19** .21** .25** .21** -.02 -.04 .07 .82** -.24** .47** 
17. M Negativity -.17** -.20** -.22** -.14* -.10* -.12* -.09 -.11* -.15** -.14** -.21** -.13* -.09 .06 -.03 -.21** .58** -.26** 
18. M Effectiveness .13** .18** .24** .14** .10* .12* .08 .12* .22** .19** .25** .22** .01 -.07 .05 .38** -.20** .48** 

Husbands: M (SD) 33.9 
(3.0) 

33.4 
(3.7) 

33.4 
(3.5) 

33.0 
(4.1) 

$44,011 
(18311) 

$44,604 
(18700) 

$45,916 
(19409) 

$46,206 
(19715) 

$51,291 
(27712) 

$53,640 
(27671) 

$55,611 
(29018) 

$56,057 
(28187) 

.25  
(.43) 

.19  
(.39) 

.16  
(.37) 

2.3  
(0.5) 

1.8  
(0.5) 

4.0  
(0.7) 

Wives: M (SD) 33.1 
(3.4) 

32.8 
(3.7) 

32.4 
(4.1) 

32.3 
(4.2) 

$44,011 
(18311) 

$44,604 
(18700) 

$45,916 
(19409) 

$46,206 
(19715) 

$51,291 
(27712) 

$53,640 
(27671) 

$55,611 
(29018) 

$56,057 
(28187) 

.25  
(.43) 

.19  
(.39) 

.16  
(.37) 

2.3  
(0.5) 

1.9  
(0.5) 

4.1  
(0.7) 

Note: Intercorrelations between husbands’ characteristics are reported above the diagonal and wives’ characteristics are reported below the diagonal. Values along the diagonal represent correlations 

between husbands and wives.  

*p < .05, **p < .01. 
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Table 1.2 Hierarchical Linear Modeling Coefficients for Changes in Neighborhood 

Income on Relationship Satisfaction  

Fixed Effects Husbands  
b (SE) 

Wives  
b (SE) 

Main Effects Only 
Family Income Changea  <.01(0.01) 

 .0050001 
 <.01(<.01) 

Movinga -0.19 (0.14) 
 

 0.09 (0.14) 
Neighborhood Income Change  -0.01 (0.01)* 

 
-0.01 (0.01)* 
    

Positivity 2-way Interaction 
 Neighborhood Income Change  -0.03 (0.03) 

 
-0.08 (0.03)** 
 Positivity  <.01 (0.10) 

 
 <.01 (0.10) 

Neighborhood X Positivity  0.01 (0.01) 
 

 0.03 (0.01)* 
    

Effectiveness 2-way Interaction 
 Neighborhood Income Change  -0.01 (0.03) 

 
-0.10 (0.03)*** 
 
 

Effectiveness <.01 (0.07) 
 

-0.01 (0.07) 
 Neighborhood X Effectiveness <.01 (0.01) 

 
 0.02 (0.01)** 
    

Negativity 3-way Interaction 
Neighborhood Income Change  -0.02 (0.06) 

 
 0.10 (0.05)* 
 Negativity   0.01 (0.23) 

 
 

 0.01 (0.22) 
 Baseline Neighborhood Income   <.01 (0.01) 

 
 <.01 (0.01) 
 Neighborhood X Negativity  -0.01 (0.03) 

 
 

-0.08 (0.03)** 
 Neighborhood X Baseline Neighborhood <0.01 

 
-0.002 (<.01)** 
 Negativity X Baseline Neighborhood  <.01 (<.01) 

 
 <.01 (<.01) 
 Neighborhood X Effectiveness X Baseline 

Neighborhood 
 <.01 (<.01) 
 

 0.001 (<.01)** 

   
Note: Models also include intercept effect (not shown).  
a The values of these fixed effects for each subsequent model are not repeated in the table.  
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.  

Table 1.2 Hierarchical Linear Modeling Coefficients for Changes in Neighborhood Income on 
Relationship Satisfaction 
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Figures 

  

Figure 1.1 Two-way interaction between changes in neighborhood income and wives’ average level of (a) positivity and (b) effectiveness 
in predicting changes in relationship satisfaction. The regions of significance are highlighted in gray: the interaction is significant when 
neighborhood income increased by at least $13,726 (positivity) or $11,425 (effectiveness) or decreased by at least $13,913 (positivity) or 
$9,204 (effectiveness). Lines illustrate the negative effect of neighborhood income for wives with levels of positivity and effectiveness 
equal to the sample mean or +/- 1 SD or +/- 2 SD from the sample mean. Lines with simple slopes that are significantly different from 0 
are indicated with asterisks. Overall, couples in which the wife is lower on positivity or effectiveness experience a decrease in 
relationship satisfaction when they moved to a significantly wealthier neighborhood.  
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. 
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Figure 1.2 Three-way interaction between T1 neighborhood income, changes in neighborhood income, and wives’ negativity. The 
interaction between changes in neighborhood income and wives’ average level of negativity are depicted for couples with baseline 
neighborhood income equal to (a) -1 SD below the mean, (b) the mean, or (c) +1 SD above the mean. The regions of significance 
are highlighted in gray: the interaction is significant among couples who, at baseline, lived in poorer than average neighborhoods 
(see Panel A). Lines illustrate the effect of neighborhood income for wives with levels of negativity equal to the sample mean or +/- 
1 SD or +/- 2 SD from the sample mean. Couples in which the wife is higher on negativity relative to other wives experience a 
decrease in relationship satisfaction when they move to a wealthier neighborhood, if the couple’s T1 neighborhood income was 
below the mean. As panels B and C depict, the interaction between negativity and changes in neighborhood income are 
nonsignificant if the couple’s T1 neighborhood income was at or above the mean.  
†p<.10, *p < .05, **p < .01. 
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STUDY 2: When Poor Communication Does and Does Not Matter: The Moderating Role 

of Stress 

Introduction 

Study 1 of this dissertation challenged classic models of dyadic communication by 

examining how changes in neighborhood context may affect a given couple’s relationship 

satisfaction depending on whether the couple typically communicated in constructive ways 

relative to other couples. Although examining differences between couples allow us to 

characterize couples’ communication as a general capacity that they deploy when circumstances 

change, even highly constructive couples will still experience changes in how they behave with 

their partners. In Study 2, I again seek to understand how basic couple processes like behavior 

may alter depending on couples’ context but extend the first study by examining fluctuations in 

behavior within a given couple and by examining other contextual factors that may impinge on 

their ability to cope. 

As I described in the introduction, interdependence defines and characterizes all 

committed partnerships, and all major theoretical perspectives in relationship science 

hypothesize that couples’ communication will influence the quality and course of these 

relationships. A wealth of observational data has been brought to bear on several versions of this 

hypothesis, providing a rich descriptive portrait of how couples communicate. Surprisingly, 

however, these many studies have also yielded a mixed set of findings. Although correlational 

studies using middle-class samples have established consistent, small to medium associations 

between the quality of observed communication and relationship satisfaction (for meta-analysis, 

see Woodin, 2011), longitudinal research yields inconsistent and contradictory findings. For 

example, although some studies have found that observed negativity is associated with declines 
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in relationship satisfaction (Johnson et al., 2005; Karney & Bradbury, 1997; Markman, Rhoades, 

Stanley, Ragan, & Whitton, 2010), other studies indicate that higher levels of negativity predict 

higher levels of relationship satisfaction over time (e.g., McNulty & Russell, 2010; Overall et al., 

2009). Moreover, while some studies indicate that wives displaying more positive behavior are 

less likely to become distressed over time (e.g., Pasch & Bradbury, 1998), others indicate that 

wives’ positivity is associated with lower satisfaction years later (Gottman & Krokoff, 1989; 

Levenson & Gottman, 1985). Randomized controlled trials add to this complex picture, as 

successful increases in satisfaction post-treatment appear to be unmediated by changes in 

observed communication (Doss et al., 2015; Williamson et al., 2016).  

While there is little doubt that couples communicate with more frustration and less 

warmth when they are dissatisfied in their relationship, demonstrating a clear causal association 

between the quality of communication and relationship outcomes has been surprisingly difficult. 

Thus, despite real progress in describing what is arguably the single most theoretically important 

element in couple relationships, the manner in which communication operates to affect 

judgments of satisfaction remains a source of confusion and controversy. In the present study, I 

argue that expecting a consistent association between couple communication and changes in 

relationship satisfaction is misguided, because it fails to recognize that any given couple will 

encounter a range of situations and circumstances, and that these circumstances can alter the 

association between behavior and satisfaction. This view is based on Baron and Kenny’s (1986) 

observation that unexpectedly weak associations can signal the presence of moderation, and on 

the more specific idea that behavioral performance under certain conditions will carry greater 

consequences for relationship satisfaction than under other conditions, even when the behavior 

itself is topographically identical. A consistent failure to respond sympathetically to one’s 
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partner, for example, should be more consequential if the partner is upset about being able to 

meet important demands at work than if the partner is grumbling about the state of American 

politics. 

As a consequence of conceptualizing behavior-satisfaction effects as static or invariant 

across circumstances in couples’ lives, study designs have relied upon single assessments of 

couple communication (even when samples are followed longitudinally), and such assessments 

have been conducted without regard for the ongoing demands and constraints that might be 

influencing partners’ affective states in standard observational paradigms. Reliance on 

behavioral samples collected at a single point in time reflects the high costs of conducting 

observational research, of course, but one-time assessments make assumptions about couple 

interaction that limit the sorts of hypotheses that might be tested. Critically, assessing behavior at 

one point in time tests only hypotheses regarding between-person differences in communication. 

In this framework, existing studies test which couples are more likely to have higher relationship 

satisfaction relative to other couples as predicted by each couple’s capacity for constructive 

communication.  

Major theoretical approaches to relationships—attachment (Hazan & Shaver, 1987), 

social exchange (Thibaut & Kelley, 1959), social learning (Jacobson & Margolin, 1979), and the 

intimacy process model (Reis & Shaver, 1988)—allow and even emphasize behavioral change. 

These theories accordingly assert that changes in communication are the mechanism by which 

satisfaction improves: when a couple communicates in a more constructive manner, their 

satisfaction in the relationship should increase, while moments of poor communication should be 

associated with decreases in their relationship satisfaction. Prior studies using single assessments 

are limited by testing only between-subject differences in behavior rather than within-subject 
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fluctuations. A number of alternative theoretical perspectives argue that the success of a 

relationship is dependent on partners’ ability to modulate their behavior as circumstances and 

demands change (Karney, 2013; McCubbin & Patterson, 1983; Neff & Karney, 2017), and as 

Rusbult, Wieselquist, Foster, and Witcher (1999) assert, “With each successive pro-relationship 

act—and with each successive act of reciprocity—the magnitude of individuals’ departures from 

self-interest increases by a small degree, and the magnitude of benefits to the partner and the 

relationship increases by a small degree” (p. 446). Despite strong theoretical rationale, this 

central idea has not been examined and tested directly. That is, the majority of current studies do 

not test whether within-person fluctuations in spouses’ behaviors correspond with within-person 

fluctuations in their relationship satisfaction. Such within-person analyses control for stable, 

between-person differences (e.g., in personality or attachment style) and for selection effects, and 

thereby allow for stronger inferences about the links between communication and relationship 

satisfaction. These questions related to change have been touched upon with various versions of 

self-report studies (e.g., diary studies, telephone assessments). For example, in a daily diary 

study spanning ten days, affectionate behavior predicted better daily relationship satisfaction 

(Debrot, Siegler, Klumb, & Schoebi, 2017). Yet self-report studies such as these unfortunately 

fall short of studying actual communication processes. In short, because observational studies 

almost always include a single assessment of behavior, they permit only a very narrow 

evaluation of models asserting communication as a causal predictor of relationship outcomes. 

The current study aimed to address this limitation by examining couples’ behavior as it fluctuates 

over time. 

Stress and Relationship Satisfaction 

If we allow for the possibility that behavior-satisfaction associations are not uniform 
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across settings for a given couple, what theoretical concepts might be used to account for 

variability in behavioral effects? Below I review how and why stress exerts a main effect on 

relationship satisfaction over and above the effects of behavior before turning to any possible 

interaction between behavior and stress. Emerging socioecological models that build upon 

seminal work by Bronfenbrenner (1979) describe how forces arising outside of couples’ 

interpersonal transactions can impinge upon their relationships (Bodenmann, 2005; Conger et al., 

1999; Schulz, Cowan, Pape Cowan, & Brennan, 2004). These external forces can range from 

more immediate stressors like an argument with a neighbor to less acute but taxing experiences 

like implicit discrimination in the workplace—all of which may combine to make it more or less 

likely for couples to sustain rewarding partnerships (Karney & Bradbury, 2005). Furthermore, it 

is likely that these adverse influences are heightened among individuals and couples with fewer 

economic resources and a lower social standing, as, e.g., they will be more reliant on public 

services, less able to find alternative jobs, or less able to pay for services (e.g., private child care) 

that could make their lives and their relationships easier. In this way, middle-class samples—

used in the majority of the couple research—might misrepresent the nature of the association 

between the stress and satisfaction, and the use of such a sample is only justified if context is 

believed to have little effects. Thus, a wider distribution in stress is needed to adequately test the 

effects of context on relationship satisfaction. Although daily diary studies on stress have begun 

to shed light on the relationship between changes in stress and satisfaction (Lavee & Ben-Ari, 

2007; Shrout, Herman, & Bolger, 2006), such fluctuations are likely to be smaller and less 

qualitatively different on a day-to-day basis, and studying stress over longer periods of time is 

also necessary for sampling from a wide range of circumstances within a given couple.  

Independent Effects of Stress Domains on Relationship Satisfaction  
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In the literature on stress and relationships, it is unknown whether scholars should 

differentiate between types of stress or if all stressors are equal in their effects. Drawing from 

research on health outcomes, some studies support the notion that the content of a stressor is 

important in determining if and how that stressor exerts an influence on individuals’ mental 

health (Wheaton, 1994) and physical health (Cohen et al., 1998). These findings suggest that one 

cannot assume that one type of stress is a proxy for all types of stress and suggests the 

importance of distinguishing between stressors. Thus, the present paper aims to clarify which 

stress domains, if any, uniquely predict fluctuations in relationship satisfaction by examining 

three specific stress domains—work, discrimination, and financial stress—given that they may 

be particularly influential or salient among low-income couples. For example, low-income, 

ethnically diverse couples are more likely to work non-standard hours with little paid sick or 

vacation leave (Heymann, 2000; Presser, 1995), experience discrimination (Lincoln & Chae, 

2010), and report finances as a salient issue in the relationship (Jackson et al., 2016). As I review 

below, although the field of relationship science has long established these domains as 

significant predictors couples’ satisfaction in their relationships (for review, see Randall & 

Bodenmann, 2009), they have at this point have been studied in isolation. Moreover, these 

studies have by and large relied on white, middle-class samples who may be less likely to 

experience the full range of severity in each of these problem areas. 

The first domain—work stress—has been implicated in the functioning of intimate 

relationships. A meta-analysis of over 150 cross-sectional studies found that a considerable 

amount of variability in family satisfaction is explained by job stress (Ford, Heinen, & 

Langkamer, 2007). Specifically, job stress exerts a direct effect on family satisfaction and is also 

partially mediated by the job’s interference with family functioning (Ford et al., 2007). 
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Supporting this idea, daily diary studies reveal that work stress is significantly predictive of other 

relationship outcomes, including negative communication (Schulz et al., 2004; Story & Repetti, 

2006). The second domain—experiences of discrimination—is also associated with poorer 

relationship outcomes. Cross-sectional studies of African American married individuals have 

found that spouses reporting higher perceptions of discrimination are more likely to report lower 

marital satisfaction (Lincoln & Chae, 2010; Murry, Brown, Brody, Cutrona, & Simons, 2001). 

The final domain—financial stress—is summarized in the Family Stress Model (Conger et al., 

1990). This model is supported by evidence that economic strain at the dyadic level predicts 

declines in satisfaction. Specially, the negative association between economic hardship and 

spouses’ marital quality is mediated by spouses’ emotional distress and pattern of 

communication (e.g. hostility, criticism; Conger et al., 1999), and this model has been replicated 

and extended to African American families (Conger et al., 2002).  

Integrating Behavioral and Contextual Models 

Comparing behavior and stress simultaneously. Despite a wealth of research 

validating the role of communication of behaviors as well as the role of stress in predicting 

relationship outcomes, the literature reviewed above have by and large examined these models in 

isolation. Approaching these models in isolation prevent us to ask questions about whether 1) 

these effects are overlapping and 2) whether one model is better explaining why a given couple 

fluctuates in their relationship satisfaction over time. As I outline below, in this study I integrate 

behavioral and socioecological theories by testing these domains simultaneously in one model in 

addition to conducting a direct comparison of the two models and testing whether one model is 

more appropriate in explaining fluctuations in satisfaction (i.e., testing model “fit”). 
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Interaction between behavior and stress. Frameworks such as the Vulnerability-Stress-

Adaptation model (VSA; Karney & Bradbury, 1995) argue for the integration of behavioral and 

contextual models. Specifically, the VSA model asserts that the effect of couples’ adaptive 

processes (i.e., behavior) on their relationship satisfaction is altered depending on couples’ 

experience of contextual stressors, as stress may undermine couples’ ability to communicate 

constructively or poor communication skills may exacerbate the effects of the original stressor. 

While various indices of stress have been shown to covary with divorce (e.g., Cohan & Cole, 

2002) and relationship satisfaction (for reviews see Randall & Bodenmann, 2009; Story & 

Bradbury, 2004; Tesser & Beach, 1998), in general, few studies directly address the interplay 

between stress and observed behavior (cf. Bodenmann et al., 2015). Nonetheless, promising self-

report studies have demonstrated that stress and behavior can interact meaningfully for 

intrapersonal outcomes: self-reported effective dyadic coping can attenuate the negative effects 

of stress on anger (Bodenmann, Meuwly, Bradbury, Gmelch, & Ledermann, 2010), and the costs 

of poor couple communication on individual distress is exacerbated for couples experiencing 

greater cancer-related health impairment (Manne et al., 2006). Furthermore, to my knowledge no 

study has addressed whether behavior-satisfaction associations fluctuate with changes in stress. 

Thus, as I outline below, I aim to close the major gaps between leading theoretical explanations 

for relationship change and the data available to test those explanations.  

Current Study  

I propose to address four main aims. In my first aim, I test the validity of classic 

behavioral models asserting that changes in behavior predict changes in relationship satisfaction 

(Jacobson & Margolin, 1979; Thibaut & Kelley, 1959) and ask: Do fluctuations in 

communication behaviors—including positivity, negativity, and problem-solving effectiveness—
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covary with fluctuations in relationship satisfaction? With my second aim, I also test the validity 

of social ecological models (e.g., Bodenmann, 2005; Conger et al., 1999; Karney & Bradbury, 

2005) to understand which aspects of couples’ context might impinge on the quality of their 

relationships. I thus ask: Do fluctuations in stress—including from work, discrimination and 

finances—uniquely covary with satisfaction. I hypothesize that my empirical results will be in 

line with theoretical formulations asserting the importance of behavioral change and the 

importance of stress in relationship outcomes and expect to replicate previous cross-sectional 

associations.  

With my third aim, I tested the relative effects of behavioral and contextual models using 

two methods. First, I test the effects of communication and stress domains simultaneously to 

examine which behaviors remain significant over and above the effects of the stress domains and 

which stressors remain significant after accounting for behavior changes. Second, I provide a 

direct comparison of the two models by testing whether fluctuations in behavior better predict 

satisfaction compared to fluctuations in stress, or vice versa. I propose that more proximal factors 

related to interpersonal exchanges will be more highly predictive of relationship outcomes, but I 

temper this prediction given that couples tend to underestimate the influence of more distal, 

contextual stressors (Berscheid et al., 2001; Lamm et al., 1998) but are nonetheless affected by 

its consequences (Randall & Bodenmann, 2009).  

Fourth, I aimed to integrate behavioral and social ecological models by testing whether 

there are couples for whom fluctuations in behavior are more strongly or weakly associated with 

fluctuations in satisfaction. Specifically, do behavioral processes operate differently among 

couples undergoing higher levels of chronic stress in work, discrimination, or finances? I predict 

that stress will moderate the effects of behavior given other work suggesting that couples are 
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more reactive to experiences in the relationship when under demanding circumstances (Neff & 

Karney, 2009). 

I test these four aims using a sample of couples varying widely in socioeconomic status 

but disproportionately living with low incomes given that relationship distress and contextual 

stressors are overrepresented among economically disadvantaged and culturally diverse 

populations (Copen et al., 2012). Moreover, although prior studies on behavior have drawn on an 

average sample size of 64 participants with a maximum of 267 (see meta-analysis Woodin, 

2011), I extend this work by drawing on a large sample of 431 couples. I specifically study 

newlywed couples to ensure analysis of married couples before they have self-selected out of the 

sample through separation or divorce. These couples are assessed in-home at four time points 

with direct behavioral observation of couples’ communication to reduce shared-method variance 

when predicting relationship satisfaction.  

Method 

Study 2 uses the same sample as Study 1. Therefore, the Sampling, Participants, and 

Procedure sections are the same.  

Sampling  

Sampling was undertaken to yield first-married newlywed couples in which partners were 

of the same ethnicity, living in low neighborhoods in Los Angeles County. Recently married 

couples were identified through names and addresses on marriage license applications. 

Addresses were matched with census data to identify applicants living in low-income 

communities, defined as census block groups wherein the median household income is less than 

160% of the 1999 federal poverty level for a 4-person family and thereby oversampling an 

understudied and rarer population of couples living in low-income neighborhoods. Next, names 
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on the licenses were weighted using data from a Bayesian Census Surname Combination, which 

integrates census and surname information to produce a multinomial probability of membership 

in each of four racial/ethnic categories (Hispanic, African American, Asian, and 

Caucasian/other). Couples were chosen using probabilities proportionate to the ratio of target 

prevalences to the population prevalences, weighted by the couple's average estimated 

probability of being Hispanic, African American, or Caucasian, which are the three largest 

groups of people living in poverty in Los Angeles County (for additional details on this specific 

sampling method, see Elliott et al., 2013; United States Census Bureau, 2002).  

Participants 

The 431 identified couples participated in data collection four times over 36 months. At 

baseline, marriages averaged 4.8 months in duration (SD = 2.5) and 0.6 children (SD = 1.0). 

Husbands’ mean age was 27.9 (SD = 5.8) and wives’ mean age was 26.3 (SD = 5.0). Wives had a 

mean income of $28,672 (SD = $24,549) and husbands had a mean income of $34,153 (SD = 

$27,094). The sampling method successfully produced a wide range of median neighborhood 

income (see Descriptive Statistics). Twelve percent of couples were African American, 12% 

were Caucasian, and 76% were Hispanic, consistent with proportions of people living in poverty 

in Los Angeles County (12.9% African American, 14.7% Caucasian, and 60.5% Hispanic; U.S. 

Census Bureau, 2002). Of the Hispanic couples, 33% spoke Spanish in their interactions; all 

African American and Caucasian couples spoke English.  

Procedure 

At T1 couples were visited in their homes by two interviewers who took spouses to 

separate areas to ensure privacy and orally administered self-report measures. Partners were then 

reunited for three 8-min videotaped discussions—a problem solving discussion, husband social 
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support discussion, and wife social support discussion. Interviewers returned 9 months (T2; n = 

375), 18 months (T3; n = 359), and 27 months after baseline (T4; n = 336) and administered the 

same interview protocol. Couples were debriefed and paid $75 for T1, $100 for T2, $125 for T3 

and $150 for T4. The RAND Corporation Institutional Review Board approved all procedures. 

Behavioral Observation 

Videotapes were scored by 16 trained coders using the Iowa Family Interaction Rating 

Scales (IFIRS; Melby et al., 1998), a macrocoding system used successfully with diverse 

samples (e.g., Cutrona et al., 2003). Unlike microcoding systems, the IFIRS gives each spouse a 

single score for each code at the end of the task rather than for multiple short time segments. 

Coders—five of whom were native Spanish speakers—coded only in their native language. 

Coders participated in 10 hours of training per week for 3 months and were required to pass 

written and viewing tests at an 80% accuracy level before coding tapes. Coders also participated 

in weekly 2-hour training meetings consisting of a variety of structured activities (e.g., watching 

examples of specific codes) designed to minimize drift and ensure fidelity to the IFIRS codes. 

Coders viewed each of the interaction tasks three to four times using the Noldus Observer 

XT coding software, using the built-in capabilities to note behaviors of both spouses. Coders 

then used their recorded notations to assign a single score for each spouse for each code, using 

the criteria from the IFIRS coding manual (Melby et al., 1998). The possible scores range from 

1–9, with a score of 1 indicating that the behavior did not occur and a score of 9 indicating that 

“the behavior occurs frequently or with significant intensity” (Melby et al., 1998, pp. 7-8). 

To assess reliability, 20% of the videos were randomly assigned to be coded by two 

coders chosen at random from the pool of 16 coders. The scores of the two coders were 

compared, and any scores discrepant by more than one point were resolved by both coders 
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working together. The final set of scores used in analyses included scores that matched across the 

two coders during their initial individual coding (when codes were off by 1 point, the score from 

the randomly designated “primary coder” was used), and discrepant scores were replaced by the 

scores from the second joint coding. Factor analysis was used to reduce the IFIRS codes to 

positivity, negativity, and effective communication. 

Measures 

Relationship satisfaction. Relationship satisfaction was assessed by summing responses 

on an 8-item questionnaire. The measure was adapted from Rauer, Karney, Garvan, and Hou 

(2008) and included items from the General Social Survey (Davis, Smith, & Marsden, 2006). 

Five items asked how satisfied the respondent was with certain areas of their relationship (e.g., 

“amount of time spent together”), and were scored on a 5-point scale (ranging from 1 = very 

dissatisfied to 5 = very satisfied). Three items asked the degree to which the participant agreed 

with a statement about their relationship, (e.g., “How much do you trust your partner?”) and 

were scored on a 4-point scale (1 = not at all, 2 = not that much, 3 = somewhat, 4 = completely). 

Scores are a summation of the item responses, with scores ranging from 8 (very dissatisfied) to 

37 (very satisfied). Coefficient a exceeded .70 for husbands and wives across all waves of the 

study. 

Observed positivity. Using the IFIRS, positivity scores were calculated for each partner 

at each of the four assessments. A positivity behavioral scale, accounting for expressions of 

warmth and closeness within the interaction, was created by averaging an individual’s scores on 

the group enjoyment, positive mood, warmth/support, physical affection, humor/laugh, 

endearment, and listener responsiveness codes, aggregated across the three discussion tasks. 

Coefficient a for positivity ranged from .65 to .74 for husbands and wives across all waves of the 
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study. Intraclass correlations exceeded .75 for husbands and wives across all waves of the study. 

Observed negativity. Using the IFIRS, a negativity behavioral scale accounted for anger 

and divisive behaviors within the interaction. Scores were created by averaging an individual’s 

scores on the angry coercion, contempt, denial, disruptive process, dominance, hostility, 

interrogation, and verbal attack codes aggregated across the three discussion tasks. Coefficient a 

for negativity ranged from .76 to .82 for husbands and wives across all waves of the study. 

Intraclass correlations exceeded .70 for husbands and wives across all waves of the study. 

Observed effectiveness. An effectiveness behavioral scale, accounting for the couple’s 

problem-solving skills in resolving an issue, was created at each wave by averaging an 

individual’s scores on the assertiveness, communication, effective process, solution quality, and 

solution quantity codes aggregated across the three discussion tasks. Coefficient a for 

effectiveness ranged from .65 to .78 for husbands and wives across all waves of the study. 

Intraclass correlations exceeded .74 for husbands and wives across all waves of the study. 

Possible scores on the measures of positivity, negativity, and effectiveness range from 1 to 9. 

Work stress. Work stress was assessed by summing responses on a 5-item questionnaire. 

Three items assessed the degree of stress of each spouse’s current job and its impact on family 

(e.g. “The stress of my work affects how I treat my family when I’m home”) and were scored on 

a 4-point scale (0 never, 1 rarely, 2 sometimes, 3 often). Two items assessed the degree to which 

work was stressful over the past month on a 4-point scale (0 not at all, 1 a little, 2 somewhat, 3 

extremely) and over the past 9 months on a 3-point scale (0 not at all stressful, 1 somewhat 

stressful, 2 extremely stressful). Scores are a sum of the item responses and range from 0 to 8. 

Coefficient a ranged from .58 to .76 for husbands and wives across all waves of the study. 

Discrimination stress. Spouses’ perceived experience of day-to-day discrimination was 
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assessed using six questions adapted from the Midlife Development in the United States 

(MIDUS) survey (Kessler et al., 1999). Interviewers instructed participants that they were 

“interested in finding out if other people discriminate against you. Specifically, I want to ask you 

a series of questions about how people might treat you because of your gender, your ethnicity, or 

your English speaking ability.” Participants were asked to indicate on a scale of 0 (never) to 3 

(often) how often they experienced: being treated as inferior, people acting “as if they are afraid 

of you,” being treated with less respect than others, people acting “as if you are dishonest,” being 

called names or insulted, and being threatened or harassed. Responses to these items were 

summed to create a perceived discrimination scale. Scores are a sum of the item responses and 

range from 0 to 18. Coefficient a ranged from .69 to .83 for husbands and wives across all waves 

of the study.  

Financial stress. The measure of financial stress included five items assessing the degree 

of difficulty the couple has had fulfilling financial obligations and purchasing necessary items 

(e.g., “How much difficulty did your household have paying bills?”). Items were scored on a 4-

point scale (1 = no difficulty at all or never, 2 = a little difficulty or rarely, 3 = some difficulty or 

sometimes, 4 = a great deal of difficulty or often). One additional item asked, “At any time in the 

past 9 months, did you or other adults in your household cut the size of your meals or skip meals 

because there wasn’t enough money for food?” scored 1 if “yes” and 0 if “no.” Scores on the six 

items were summed for each participant and range from 0 to 15. Coefficient a exceeded .75 for 

husbands and wives across all waves of the study.  

Analytic Plan 

Data was analyzed using multilevel modeling (MLM). Using Raudenbush, Brennan, and 

Barnett’s (1995) multivariate approach, analyses were conducted as 2-level models with repeated 
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measures (Level 1, within-person) nested within individuals (Level 2, between-person). 

Husbands and wives were included in the same model to account for interdependence in the 

dyadic data. Analyses were conducted in Stata version 13.0.  

Testing a Behavioral Model (Model 1). To test whether a classic behavioral model is 

predictive of couples’ relationship satisfaction, I use a within-person model which tests whether, 

on waves in which couples experience higher levels of positivity, negativity, or effectiveness 

(i.e., relative to their own cross-wave average), spouses have higher or lower relationship 

satisfaction than usual within that same wave. In other words, testing within-person changes 

allows us to see how fluctuations in a spouse’s behavior are associated with fluctuations in the 

spouse’s relationship satisfaction.  

I test for within-person effects at Level 1 (repeated observations; Equation 1a) with no 

predictors at Level 2 (Equation 1b). Relationship satisfaction at a given wave is modeled as a 

function of intercept, time, and fluctuations in positivity, negativity, and effectiveness. I center 

each behavioral variable around the individual’s mean (creating person-centered variables). 

Thus, values below zero represent a level lower than average for that individual/couple and 

values above zero represent a level higher than average.  

Level 1:  

Relationship satisfaction it = (female)it[πf0i + πf1i (time)it + πf2i(Δ positivity) it + πf3i (Δ 

negativity) it + πf4i (Δ effectiveness)it] 

+ (male)it[πm0i + πm1i (time)it + πm2i(Δ positivity) it + πm3i (Δ negativity) it + πm4i (Δ 

effectiveness)it] + eit 

Level 2: 

πf0i = βf00 + uf0i 

(1a) 

(1b) 
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πf1i = βf10 + uf1i 

πf2i = βf20 + uf2i 

πf3i = βf30 + uf3i 

πf4i = βf40 + uf4i 

πm0i = βm00 + um0i 

πm1i = βm10 + um1i 

πm2i = βm20 + um2i 

πm3i = βm30 + um3i 

πm4i = βm40 + um4i 

Testing a Contextual Model (Model 2). To test whether a contextual model is predictive 

of couples’ relationship satisfaction, I again use a within-person model. This design tests 

whether, on waves in which couples experience higher levels of stress than usual in each domain 

(i.e., relative to their own cross-wave average), spouses have higher or lower relationship 

satisfaction than usual within that same wave. Again, I test for within-person effects at Level 1 

(repeated observations; Equation 2a) and satisfaction is modeled as a function of intercept, time, 

and fluctuations in stress from work, discrimination, and finances (person-centered) with no 

predictors at Level 2 (Equation 2b).  

Level 1:  

Relationship satisfaction it = (female)it[πf0i + πf1i (time)it + πf2i(Δ work) it + πf3i (Δ 

discrimination) it + πf4i (Δ finances)it] 

+ (male)it[πm0i + πm1i (time)it + πm2i(Δ work) it + πm3i (Δ discrimination) it + πm4i (Δ 

finances)it] + eit 

(2a) 
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Level 2: 

πf0i = βf00 + uf0i 

πf1i = βf10 + uf1i 

πf2i = βf20 + uf2i 

πf3i = βf30 + uf3i 

πf4i = βf40 + uf4i 

πm0i = βm00 + um0i 

πm1i = βm10 + um1i 

πm2i = βm20 + um2i 

πm3i = βm30 + um3i 

πm4i = βm40 + um4i 

Testing Independent Effects of Behavior and Context (Model 3). To test whether the 

effects of the communication domains and stress domains overlap or remain uniquely predictive 

of fluctuations in relationship satisfaction, I tested the behavioral model and the contextual 

model simultaneously such that all three behaviors and three stressors were included in the model 

(Equation 3). The simultaneous model elucidated whether the behavioral effects remained 

significantly predictive (unique effects) or became insignificant (overlapping effects) after 

accounting for couples’ levels of stress and vice versa. There were no predictors at Level 2 (thus 

not depicted in equation). 

Level 1:  

Relationship satisfactionit = (female)it[πf0i + πf1i(time)it + πf2i(Δ positivity) it + πf3i(Δ 

negativity) it + πf4i(Δ effectiveness)it + πf5i(Δ work)it + πf6i(Δ discrimination) it + πf7i(Δ 

finances) it] 

(3) 

(2b) 
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+ (male)it[πm0i + πm1i (time)it + πm2i(Δ positivity) it + πm3i(Δ negativity) it + πm4i(Δ 

effectiveness)it + πm5i(Δ work)it + πm6i(Δ discrimination) it + πm7i(Δ finances) it] + eit 

Comparing Behavioral and Contextual Models. I used Bayesian information criterion 

(BIC; Schwarz, 1978) to determine whether one of the two competing models (Model 1 versus 2) 

was more optimal in predicting changes in satisfaction. The advantages of using BIC when 

comparing two models is that it does not rely on simple null hypothesis testing, can be applied to 

multilevel models, and does not require that the two models be nested (e.g., as in hierarchical 

regression, secondary model must be a subset of a primary model; Hamaker, van Hattum, 

Kuiper, & Hoijtink, 2011). In other words, comparisons of models using BIC can be calculated 

for any pair of models, and the models can be comprised of different variables and distributions 

(Kuha, 2004) and are not sensitive to sample size nor the size or dimensionality of the model (for 

more information, see Hamaker et al., 2011). When using BIC as a model comparison, models of 

interest are specified and then quantified in terms of the extent to which they each “fit” or 

approximate a model of relationship satisfaction (i.e., the outcome of interest). Differences in 

BIC values that are greater than two indicate that one model is more appropriate in explaining 

fluctuations in relationship satisfaction (i.e., the model with the lower BIC value).  

Testing an Interactive Model (Model 4). I test whether chronic levels of each stress 

domain interact with changes in the three communication behaviors. That is, do couples who 

have high average levels of a given stressor (e.g., work stress) experience more or less changes 

in relationship satisfaction due to fluctuations in communication, relative to couples with less 

chronic stress? Chronic stress was calculated using scores that I had available at each of the four 

waves for work, discrimination, and financial stress. I collapsed across time to create an average 

rating for each stressor, for each spouse (i.e., T1-T4 means). High alphas for the multiple 
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assessments for work stress (husbands .83, wives .81), discrimination (husbands .87, wives .78), 

and financial stress (husbands .84, wives .83), further justified collapsing across time 

The model depicted in Equation 4 is similar to Equation 1, but I now test for between-

person effects at Level 2 (Equation 4b). At Level 2, I enter a between-person stress variable (i.e., 

T1-T4 mean work stress, discrimination, or financial stress) thus creating a two-way, cross-level 

interaction.  

Level 1:  

Relationship satisfaction it = (female)it[πf0i + πf1i (time)it + πf2i(Δ positivity) it + πf3i (Δ 

negativity) it + πf4i (Δ effectiveness)it] 

+ (male)it[πm0i + πm1i (time)it + πm2i(Δ positivity) it + πm3i (Δ negativity) it + πm4i (Δ 

effectiveness)it] + eit 

Level 2: 

πf0i = βf00+ βf01(female M work stress / discrimination / financial stress)i + uf0i 

πf1i = βf10 + uf1i 

πf2i = βf20 + βf21(female M work stress / discrimination / financial stress)i + uf2i 

πf3i = βf30 + βf31(female M work stress / discrimination / financial stress)i + uf3i 

πf4i = βf40 + βf41(female M work stress / discrimination / financial stress)i + uf4i 

πm0i = βm00 + βm01(male M work stress / discrimination / financial stress)i + um0i 

πm1i = βm10 + um1i 

πm2i = βm20 + βm21(male M work stress / discrimination / financial stress)i + um2i 

πm3i = βm30 + βm31(male M work stress / discrimination / financial stress)i + um3i 

πm4i = βm40 + βm41(male M work stress / discrimination / financial stress)i + um4i 

Results 

(4a) 

(4b) 
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Descriptive Statistics 

 Means and standard deviations of all study variables are presented in Table 2.1 and 

correlations between study variables are presented in Table 2. As seen in Table 2.2, positivity, 

negativity, and effectiveness were all moderately correlated at baseline (husbands: r = |.16–.35|, p 

< .05, wives: r = |.11–.27|, p < .05), suggesting that the three dimensions of communication 

behaviors were related but distinguishable. Similarly, the stress domains were distinguishable 

with intercorrelations between work, discrimination, and financial stress ranging from 

nonsignificant and to modestly positive (husbands: r = .07–.29, wives: r = -.01–.15), thus 

supporting the decision to analyze the effects of stress using three separate predictors. Finally, 

intercorrelations across behavior and stress ranged from nonsignificant to small at baseline for 

husbands and wives (see Table 2.2).  

1. Are Changes in (1) Communication Behaviors and (2) Stress Associated with Changes in 

Relationship Satisfaction? 

Model 1: Behavioral model. Consistent with prior behavioral theories using white, 

middle class samples, fluctuations in low-income couples’ behavior significantly predicted 

relationship satisfaction (see Table 2.3). More specifically, husbands and wives who were 

observed as less positive during their marital interactions (relative to their norm / average levels) 

also reported decreases in relationship satisfaction within the same wave (husbands t = 2.64, p = 

.008; wives t = 3.02, p = .003). Among wives, those observed as less effective during their 

marital interactions (relative to average levels) also reported decreases in satisfaction (t = 2.14, p 

= .033), and higher levels of observed negativity were marginally associated decreases in 

satisfaction (t = -1.94, p = .053). 

Model 2: Contextual model. Consistent with socioecological theories, husbands and 
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wives experiencing increased stress experienced decreased satisfaction within the same wave, 

with each stress domain significantly accounting for changes in satisfaction independently (Table 

2.3). More specifically, up fluctuations in work stress (husbands t = -2.81, p = .005; wives t = -

2.30, p = .021), discrimination (husbands t = -2.63, p = .009; wives t = -2.39, p = .017), and 

financial stress (husbands t = -2.46, p = .014; wives t = -2.26, p = .024) were associated with 

down fluctuations in satisfaction. 

2. What are the Relative Effects of Communication and Behavior? 

 Model 3: Behavior and context simultaneously. To test whether the effects of 

communication behaviors and contextual stressors overlap or remain uniquely predictive of 

relationship satisfaction, I entered all behavioral and stress variables in the model simultaneously 

(Table 2.3). The simultaneous model elucidated whether any given effect remained significantly 

predictive (unique effects) or became insignificant (overlapping effects). Results indicate that, 

among the behavioral variables, observed positivity remained uniquely predictive of husbands 

and wives’ relationship satisfaction over and above the effects of stress and other behaviors 

during the same wave (husbands t = 2.97, p = .003; wives t = 2.73, p = .006). Among the stress 

variables, work stress held unique explanatory power in predicting decreases in relationship 

satisfaction for husbands and wives (husbands t = -2.96, p = .003; wives t = -2.16, p = .031). 

Similarly, discrimination remained significant among wives (t = -2.49, p = .013). 

Comparing behavioral and contextual models. Although both Model 1 and Model 2 

significantly predicted fluctuations in relationship satisfaction, I used Bayesian information 

criterion (BIC) to determine whether one of the two competing models was more optimal in 

predicting changes in satisfaction. The BIC-based probability calculations provided strong 

support for the stress model. More specifically, the contextual model showed superior model fit 
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in predicting relationship satisfaction than the communication model (Bayesian information 

criterion [BIC] change > 2). 

3. Does Chronic Stress Moderate the Association Between Communication and 

Satisfaction?3 

 Model 4: Interaction model. Finally, I tested whether the negative effects of 

unconstructive communication behaviors were exacerbated by high levels of chronic stress in a 

given domain. I found that the association between changes in wives’ observed effectiveness and 

changes in relationship satisfaction was significantly moderated by wives’ mean levels of stress 

in all three domains (see Table 2.4). Figures 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 depict the interaction between 

changes in wives’ effectiveness and wives’ average levels of stress from work, discrimination, 

and finances respectively. Lines illustrate the effect of observed effectiveness for wives with 

levels of stress equal to the sample mean or +/- 1 standard deviation. As seen in Figures 2.1-2.3, 

decreased effectiveness was especially detrimental to relationship satisfaction among wives who 

had high levels of stress relative to other wives. That is, wives who experienced high levels of 

stress from work, discrimination, or financial stress over 36 months experienced even greater 

decreases in relationship satisfaction when they were less effective during their marital 

interactions. On the other hand, wives who experienced low levels of stress were buffered from 

such consequences. In sum, the cost of ineffectiveness during marital interactions was worsened 

                                                
3 Although additional analyses tested for the interaction between fluctuations in stress and 
fluctuations in communication (i.e., Level 1 interaction), the findings were difficult to interpret. 
This was likely due to the imprecise association between the timing of the communication 
assessments (which capture behavior at one specific point in time) and the self-reports of stress 
(which capture all experiences with stress over a 9-month period).  We cannot know the extent to 
which couples were actually experiencing stress at the time they were observed, or whether the 
endorsed stressors had long since been resolved. As such, I focus here on stress aggregated 
across time. Additional details are available upon request.  
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by chronic stress across varied domains. 

Among husbands, changes in their levels of negativity during marital interactions 

significantly interacted only with their average levels of financial stress (see Figure 2.4 and 

Table 2.4). Lines illustrate the effect of observed negativity for husbands with levels of financial 

stress equal to the sample mean or +/- 1 standard deviation. As seen in Figure 2.4, husbands who 

were less negative during a given wave experienced decreases in satisfaction, but only among 

those who had chronically high levels of financial stress compared to other husbands. 

Conversely, among husbands with low levels of average financial stress, decreases in negativity 

at a given wave were associated with increases in relationship satisfaction. 

Post-hoc analyses: Cumulative stress. Although the stress domains were 

distinguishable with correlations ranging from nonsignificant to r = .29 at maximum (see Table 

2.2) at baseline, most couples generally do not experience stressors independently (Kraemer, 

Stice, Kazdin, Offord, & Kupfer, 2001), and emerging research suggests that the accumulation of 

stressors or cumulative stress holds unique predictive power on relationship satisfaction beyond 

the effects of individual risk factors (Rauer et al., 2008). I therefore tested the effects cumulative 

stress on relationship satisfaction. To assess the number of domains in which couples 

experienced stress at each wave, three dichotomous values were calculated and summed for each 

stress domain (i.e., a cumulative stress index; see Evans, 2003). Specifically, for each stressor, 

couples were given a value of 1 if they were in the top 75th percentile in that stress domain and a 

value of 0 if below the 75th percentile and the dichotomous values for the three stress domains 

were summed, yielding a score that could range from 0 to 3. Fluctuations in cumulative stress 

significantly predicted fluctuations in relationship satisfaction for husbands (t = -2.33, p = .02) 

and wives (t = -3.05, p = .002). Contrary to the results reported by Rauer et al. (2008), when the 
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three domains and cumulative stress were entered in the same model, cumulative stress did not 

remain a significant predictor of fluctuations after accounting for the effects of the individual 

stressors (husbands: t = .70, p = .484; wives: t = .05, p = .959). These findings suggest that the 

accumulation of multiple stressors did not hold unique explanatory power in predicting 

satisfaction over and above the effects of the content-specific stress measures. Although 

cumulative stress did not hold unique explanatory power, post-hoc analyses also tested for an 

interaction between behavior and chronic levels of accumulated stress (i.e., T1-T4 mean in 

cumulative stress). Significant interactions were found, albeit mixed: high average levels of 

cumulative stress significantly interacted with fluctuations in positivity for wives only (t = 2.57, 

p = .01), negativity for husbands only (t = 2.48, p = .013), and effectiveness for husbands (t = 

2.07, p = .038) and wives (t = 2.78, p = .005). 

Discussion 

A wealth of theoretical models in relationship science (e.g., attachment, social-exchange, 

social learning theory) hypothesize that exchanges between partners provide the raw material 

from which couples judge their relationship. Yet, empirical tests of these hypotheses—many of 

which assess communication at one time point—have limited our ability to adequately test 

whether changes in couples’ behavior predict their satisfaction because such single assessments 

only allow comparisons between couples rather than fluctuations within a couple. Given that the 

process of change is at the heart of theoretical and intervention perspectives alike, this limitation 

is an important oversight and also neglects the possibility that when circumstances change, the 

meaning and impact of behavior may change as well. Indeed, socioecological models emphasize 

the role of external forces and suggests that couples living in environments that contain fewer 

sources of support and more severe challenges are likely to experience worse relationship 
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outcomes than marriages in more supportive environments (e.g., Bodenmann, 2005; Conger et 

al., 1999; Karney & Bradbury, 2005). Thus, the overall objective of this study was to understand 

how couples’ behavior interact with their external demands. When demands external to the 

marriage are relatively high, it is possible that even couples with adequate coping skills may 

have difficulty exercising those skills effectively and become dissatisfied in the relationship 

(Karney & Bradbury, 2005). 

This study aimed to integrate behavioral and social ecological perspectives on 

relationship functioning and addressed the major limitation of single-assessments of behavior 

using four observational assessments of newlyweds’ behavior every nine months over the first 

three years of marriage. I first tested the validity of classic communication-based models among 

my low-income sample and found results consistent with existing theoretical perspectives. 

Specifically, fluctuations in couples’ behavior predicted fluctuations in their relationship 

satisfaction. When couples expressed less warmth and cooperation (i.e., positivity) and 

demonstrated lower ability to work toward a solution for a conflict (i.e., effectiveness) relative to 

their norm, they also reported less relationship satisfaction at the same time point. Notably, 

positivity alone remained uniquely predictive of relationship satisfaction after accounting for 

couples’ levels of stress, suggesting an underappreciation of this behavior relative to the well-

studied phenomenon of negativity. In my second aim, I also tested how fluctuations in couples’ 

contextual stressors predicted fluctuations in relationship satisfaction, and my results were 

consistent with these emerging models. In particular, couples who experienced increases in stress 

from work, discrimination, or finances—domains that may be particularly important or salient 

among low-income couples—also experienced decreases in satisfaction. Future studies may test 

whether these findings generalize to other domains of stress, including stress from other social 
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relationships.  

My third aim tested the relative effects of the behavioral and contextual models by 

examining them simultaneously to test which communication and stress domains remained 

significant in predicting relationship satisfaction after accounting for the other domains (i.e., 

non-overlapping effects). I found that, after accounting for stress, couples’ positive 

communication remained uniquely predictive of upward fluctuations in couples’ satisfaction. 

Conversely, after accounting for couples’ behaviors, stress from work and, among wives, stress 

from discrimination also held unique explanatory power in predicting downward fluctuations in 

satisfaction. I also directly compared the behavioral and contextual models and found greater 

support for the contextual model in predicting overall variability in satisfaction relative to the 

behavioral model. I remain tentative in interpreting these results given that the stress was self-

reported and behavior was coded by observers, and it is possible that the context model benefited 

from shared-method variance when predicting relationship satisfaction. Despite the shared-

method variance, bivariate correlations between the three stress variables and relationship 

satisfaction (r = |.19 - .24|) were not notably greater than the correlations between behavior and 

satisfaction (r = |.13 - .25|) at baseline. Although future research comparing stress and behavior 

without self-report assessments is needed to replicate my findings, this study nevertheless raises 

doubt that understanding how couples communicate during conflict and support discussions 

alone is enough to predict why their relationships change over time. Thus, although the field of 

relationship science has predominantly focused on studying and improving the quality of 

couples’ communication, these findings highlight the need for relationship scientists to devote 

greater attention and resources in testing of how contextual factors influence relationship 

outcomes. 
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Given that behavioral and contextual factors are unlikely to operate in isolation, I turned 

to the Vulnerability-Stress-Adaptation model (Karney & Bradbury, 1995), which posits a 

bidirectional relationship between stress and behavior (e.g., stressful events may undermine 

couples’ ability to communicate constructively while poor communication may worsen the 

effects of stress), all of which combine to predict how couples judge their satisfaction in their 

relationship. Thus, in the fourth aim of the study, I integrated behavioral and contextual models 

by testing whether chronic levels of stress over the first three years of marriage exacerbated or 

attenuated the effects of fluctuating behavior on satisfaction. I found clear evidence for chronic 

stress as a moderator of communication changes, particularly among wives. As Figures 2.1-2.3 

illustrate, decreases in problem-solving effectiveness were only detrimental to relationship 

satisfaction among wives experiencing chronic stress from work, discrimination, or finances. In 

the absence of chronic stress, fluctuations in effectiveness were inconsequential to how wives 

judged the quality of their relationship. These findings suggest that the effects of communication 

behaviors are not uniform, and chronic stress is what distinguishes which couples will suffer 

from poor problem-solving effectiveness when it otherwise is negligible for others, perhaps 

because stress poses a direct problem that requires partners to propose quality solutions and 

solicit their spouses’ opinion while less pressing problems do not necessitate such skills.  

Before considering the implications of the study, I provide some reasons for caution in 

interpreting the results. First, given that I studied naturally occurring changes in behavior and 

stress rather than true experimental manipulation, causal inferences are not possible. Second, I 

remain tentative about the interaction results of the study because, although stress across multiple 

domains moderated the effect of effectiveness on satisfaction among wives, I found less 

consistent evidence that husband’s stress moderated this association. Thus, future studies are 
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needed to replicate and then clarify whether wives are uniquely vulnerable to chronic stress 

exacerbating poor communication skills. Finally, although there are reasons to believe that, 

beyond chronic stress, fluctuations in stress and fluctuations in behavior may interact, this study 

was unable to adequately assess such an interaction between the two domains concurrently due 

to the immediacy of my behavioral data versus couples’ global assessment of stress over the past 

nine months at each time point (see Footnote 1). Daily diary studies may be better suited to test 

such a question by assessing couples’ stress during their conversations with their partners and 

whether the two domains interact in a meaningful way.  

Notwithstanding these limitations, the results of this study have theoretical implications 

regarding the role of behavior in intimate relationship functioning. Although it has been largely 

assumed that the effects of behavioral processes are fundamental and uniform, this study 

suggests that it is untenable to understand the effects of communication behaviors without 

information about couples’ context. That is, the phenomenon of behavior is itself altered 

depending on couples’ experiences of chronic stress. This may explain the null and 

counterintuitive basic research findings linking communication and satisfaction when examined 

as an unmoderated phenomenon. It has been assumed that improvements in communication 

should lead to better outcomes, but as we see in Figures 2.1-2.3, even a modest improvement in 

effectiveness (~one-point increase) is insufficient in maintaining satisfaction among couples 

experiencing high levels of stress. Moreover, while meta-analytic findings of cross-sectional 

studies of behavior suggest that negative or hostile communication has the largest effect on 

satisfaction relative to other behaviors (Cohen’s d = .63; Woodin, 2011), my findings suggest 

that viewing negativity as a highly consequential and unique predictor of satisfaction may not be 

appropriate after accounting for the effects of stress. Thus, although a majority of current 
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interventions focus on decreasing negativity during conflict (e.g., Prevention and Relationship 

Enhancement Program; Markman, Stanley, & Blumberg, 1994), an overreliance on changing 

negativity may not be necessary after addressing and alleviating the demands and stressors that 

couples face. Overall, a full understanding how communication processes influence relationship 

outcomes requires that they be situated within the larger array of settings that couples inhabit. 

In addition, there are two main methodological strengths of this study that have 

implications for future research in relationship science. This study is amongst the first to directly 

test within person changes in stress and communication using longitudinal and observational 

data. Further research using a similar approach is needed to address the inconsistency of how and 

when communication skills are related to relationship outcomes. Moreover, I sample from a 

large group of diverse couples who were disproportionally low-income and address the need for 

research for this population given that low-socioeconomic status individuals are more likely to 

experience stress in a number of domains (e.g., Heymann, 2000; Lincoln & Chae, 2010; Presser, 

1995) and more likely to experience relationship distress (Copen et al., 2012).  

 The results of this study also have practical implications regarding the interaction 

between dyadic processes and couples’ context. My results suggest a new perspective on how 

interpersonal communication—a fundamental and defining element in all intimate 

relationships—functions to affect change in relationship satisfaction. This point has by and large 

been neglected in preventative efforts to improve the relationships of low-income individuals, 

including the largest randomized controlled studies from the Healthy Marriage Initiative (HMI). 

HMI’s communication-based skills training had little to no effect on low-income couples’ 

relationship satisfaction and stability (Wood et al., 2012). Future efforts will need to 

acknowledge and account for the idea that the phenomenon of communication itself changes 
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depending on the environment of the couple, particularly contextual stressors from work and 

discrimination. As such, existing communication-based interventions may need to be adapted to 

account for such stressors, and new avenues of intervention that target stress directly should be 

pursued. As Johnson (2012) suggests, future efforts like HMI need to evaluate their interventions 

separated by demographic variables like ethnicity and economic status, and only in doing so can 

we hope to improve the efficacy of treatments for a population most in need of those efforts.  
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Tables 

Table 2.1 Means and Standard Deviations of Time-Varying Variables 
 Time 1 Time 2 Time 3 Time 4 

 (n = 431) (n = 375) (n = 359) (n = 336)  

 
Husbands  
M (SD) 

Wives 
M (SD) 

Husbands  
M (SD) 

Wives 
M (SD) 

Husbands  
M (SD) 

Wives 
M (SD) 

Husbands  
M (SD) 

Wives 
M (SD) 

Marital satisfaction 33.90 (3.05) 33.15 (3.39) 33.43 (3.71) 32.83 (3.69) 33.44 (3.50) 32.38 (4.08) 33.02 (4.05) 32.30 (4.15) 
Positivity 2.38 (0.78) 2.35 (0.76) 2.30 (0.59) 2.29 (0.60) 2.24 (0.55) 2.24 (0.54) 2.33 (0.60) 2.35 (0.58) 
Negativity 1.91 (0.59) 1.94 (0.58) 1.76 (0.56) 1.84 (0.61) 1.82 (0.66) 1.92 (0.67) 1.81 (0.57) 1.93 (0.63) 
Effectiveness 4.18 (0.89) 4.29 (0.87) 3.86 (1.01) 3.98 (1.03) 3.77 (0.89) 3.88 (0.94) 3.85 (0.90) 4.00 (0.90) 
Work Stress 3.15 (2.23) 3.78 (2.29) 2.94 (1.94) 3.35 (2.22) 3.01 (1.98) 3.38 (2.23) 3.03 (1.97) 3.22 (2.27) 
Discrimination 3.67 (3.35) 2.34 (2.41) 3.14 (3.02) 1.74 (2.14) 2.91 (3.07) 1.72 (2.30) 2.89 (3.08) 1.85 (2.49) 
Financial Stress 5.44 (3.07) 5.49 (2.93) 4.67 (2.80) 5.02 (2.94) 4.59 (2.80) 4.96 (2.88) 4.50 (2.89) 4.74 (2.90) 

Table 2.1 Means and Standard Deviations of Time-Varying Variables 
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Table 2.2 Bivariate Correlations Between Main Study Variables 

Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1. T1 Satisfaction .32** .61** .60** .56** .16** .15** .21** .14* 
2. T2 Satisfaction .57** .48** .67** .63** .17** .19** .19** .19** 
3. T3 Satisfaction .53** .65** .43** .69** .05 .15** .24** .17** 
4. T4 Satisfaction .51** .58** .63** .48** .07 .15** .18** .24** 
5. T1 Positivity .25** .13** .13* .14* .82** .44** .39** .37** 
6. T2 Positivity .20** .28** .25** .15** .39** .78** .45** .48** 
7. T3 Positivity .29** .24** .32** .17** .34** .43** .77** .47** 
8. T4 Positivity .29** .24** .23** .23** .37** .43** .49** .80** 
9. T1 Negativity -.16** -.13* -.14** -.08 -.11* -.24** -.17** -.10 
10. T2 Negativity -.14** -.17** -.20** -.09 -.07 -.36** -.13* -.18** 
11. T3 Negativity -.14* -.19** -.22** -.14* -.08 -.25** -.30** -.15** 
12. T4 Negativity -.10 -.10 -.08 -.15** -.08 -.16** -.05 -.18** 
13. T1 Effectiveness .13** .14** .14** .06 .27** .23** .13* .18** 
14. T2 Effectiveness .09 .18** .16** .06 .14** .46** .18** .20** 
15. T3 Effectiveness .13* .10 .20** .12* .19** .25** .45** .24** 
16. T4 Effectiveness .15** .13* .18** .16** .24** .19** .27** .44** 
17. T1 Work Stress -.19** -.12* -.23** -.14* -.14* -.01 -.12 .02 
18. T2 Work Stress -.19** -.17** -.16* -.18** .04 .04 -.09 -.08 
19. T3 Work Stress -.21** -.11 -.24** -.22** -.01 .06 -.09 -.03 
20. T4 Work Stress -.15* -.11 -.20** -.26** -.03 .03 .00 .00 
21. T1 Discrimination -.19** -.21** -.21** -.08 .03 .02 -.07 -.08 
22. T2 Discrimination -.19** -.23** -.20** -.13* -.01 -.08 -.03 -.08 
23. T3 Discrimination -.13* -.14** -.22** -.09 .04 -.05 -.08 .01 
24. T4 Discrimination -.11* -.07 -.12* -.11 .02 .04 .04 .04 
25. T1 Financial Stress -.24** -.18** -.22** -.14* -.11* -.04 -.17** -.08 
26. T2 Financial Stress -.15** -.22** -.22** -.11* -.11* -.09 -.24** -.14* 
27. T3 Financial Stress -.19** -.20** -.27** -.18** -.11* -.04 -.25** -.12* 
28. T4 Financial Stress -.08 -.06 -.13* -.13* -.08 -.06 -.13* -.17** 
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Table 2.2 Bivariate Correlations Between Main Study Variables, continued 
Measure 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
1. T1 Satisfaction -.15** -.17** -.16** -.16** .03 .08 .03 .08 -.20** 
2. T2 Satisfaction -.17** -.13* -.16** -.19** .07 .08 .08 .08 -.12* 
3. T3 Satisfaction -.12* -.14* -.16** -.19** .01 .06 .10 .09 -.08 
4. T4 Satisfaction -.11 -.16** -.13* -.17** .07 .06 .12* .12* -.08 
5. T1 Positivity -.19** -.04 -.14* -.11 .35** .14** .16** .20** .06 
6. T2 Positivity -.18** -.30** -.20** -.20** .29** .52** .29** .28** .03 
7. T3 Positivity -.17** -.14* -.32** -.17** .33** .29** .49** .34** -.01 
8. T4 Positivity -.20** -.20** -.14* -.21** .23** .32** .24** .49** .07 
9. T1 Negativity .54** .45** .47** .50** -.15** -.12* -.17** -.17** -.04 
10. T2 Negativity .46** .66** .46** .44** -.16** -.29** -.21** -.20** -.03 
11. T3 Negativity .38** .43** .59** .54** -.19** -.21** -.26** -.17** -.08 
12. T4 Negativity .41** .42** .44** .60** -.18** -.19** -.14* -.18** -.01 
13. T1 Effectiveness -.13** -.12* -.09 -.19** .56** .40** .47** .36** .06 
14. T2 Effectiveness -.12* -.27** -.17** -.09 .39** .48** .41** .46** .02 
15. T3 Effectiveness -.08 -.11 -.26** -.11 .33** .41** .41** .44** .03 
16. T4 Effectiveness -.04 -.13* -.11 -.21** .37** .36** .47** .47** .04 
17. T1 Work Stress -.05 .06 .03 -.01 -.01 -.03 -.05 -.06 .12 
18. T2 Work Stress -.02 .10 .11 .04 .13* .07 -.01 .08 .48** 
19. T3 Work Stress -.06 .00 .04 .01 .00 .07 -.07 -.05 .45** 
20. T4 Work Stress .08 .10 .07 .13 .10 .09 .05 .06 .54** 
21. T1 Discrimination -.05 .08 .09 .03 -.01 .02 -.07 -.05 .16** 
22. T2 Discrimination -.04 .10 .05 .08 -.04 -.03 .01 .00 .15* 
23. T3 Discrimination .04 .07 .03 .01 -.04 .00 -.04 -.04 .28** 
24. T4 Discrimination -.05 .02 -.01 -.03 .02 .03 .07 .05 .22** 
25. T1 Financial Stress .07 .02 .12* -.05 -.12* -.05 -.04 -.01 -.01 
26. T2 Financial Stress .04 -.06 .08 -.03 -.02 -.08 -.05 -.04 -.02 
27. T3 Financial Stress .04 -.05 .08 -.04 -.04 -.13* -.12* -.04 .08 
28. T4 Financial Stress .00 -.09 -.01 -.07 -.04 -.07 -.10 -.06 .01 
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Table 2.2 Bivariate Correlations Between Main Study Variables, continued 
Measure 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
1. T1 Satisfaction -.15** -.09 -.13* -.21** -.20** -.19** -.27** -.17** -.22** 
2. T2 Satisfaction -.15** -.21** -.22** -.19** -.13* -.22** -.20** -.16** -.21** 
3. T3 Satisfaction -.08 -.21** -.19** -.10 -.09 -.21** -.16** -.10* -.15** 
4. T4 Satisfaction -.09 -.18** -.20** -.12* -.07 -.17** -.22** -.05 -.11 
5. T1 Positivity .10 .07 .01 -.08 -.02 .00 -.04 -.13** -.07 
6. T2 Positivity .12* .05 .08 -.07 -.04 -.04 -.01 -.07 -.10 
7. T3 Positivity .03 .00 .00 -.13* -.05 -.11* -.08 -.16** -.17** 
8. T4 Positivity .03 .02 -.01 -.07 -.07 -.09 -.08 -.01 -.08 
9. T1 Negativity -.02 -.05 -.06 .12* .10 .13* .02 .12* .09 
10. T2 Negativity -.07 -.04 -.04 .15** .16** .23** .05 .08 .02 
11. T3 Negativity .00 .05 .05 .18** .12* .22** .11 .11* .03 
12. T4 Negativity .03 .05 .03 .19** .14* .18** .15** .06 .02 
13. T1 Effectiveness .01 .07 -.03 -.03 -.05 -.11* -.05 -.14** -.14** 
14. T2 Effectiveness .06 .10 .03 -.11* -.14** -.14* -.09 -.04 -.08 
15. T3 Effectiveness .01 .05 -.02 -.12* -.11 -.11 -.04 -.03 -.09 
16. T4 Effectiveness .00 .01 .05 -.13* -.10 -.17** -.08 -.06 -.05 
17. T1 Work Stress .57** .49** .43** .21** .10 .09 .12* .07 .08 
18. T2 Work Stress .06 .59** .52** .19** .19** .18** .21** .10 .09 
19. T3 Work Stress .50** .07 .62** .12* .11* .25** .14* .09 .08 
20. T4 Work Stress .48** .51** .12 .20** .17** .29** .26** .07 .06 
21. T1 Discrimination .20** .17** .15* .07 .61** .56** .62** .29** .16** 
22. T2 Discrimination .25** .21** .22** .47** .05 .65** .66** .19** .15** 
23. T3 Discrimination .29** .32** .23** .42** .50** .06 .61** .21** .15** 
24. T4 Discrimination .24** .30** .29** .37** .60** .58** .02 .19** .16** 
25. T1 Financial Stress -.02 .04 .03 .16** .05 .12* .09 .43** .59** 
26. T2 Financial Stress -.02 -.02 .01 .02 .07 .13* .06 .59** .49** 
27. T3 Financial Stress .07 .08 .07 .13* .10 .19** .11* .55** .68** 
28. T4 Financial Stress .01 .07 -.01 .08 .02 .15** .05 .47** .48** 
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Measure 27 28 
1. T1 Satisfaction -.22** -.13* 
2. T2 Satisfaction -.15** -.14* 
3. T3 Satisfaction -.21** -.18** 
4. T4 Satisfaction -.15** -.17** 
5. T1 Positivity -.10 .02 
6. T2 Positivity -.14* -.04 
7. T3 Positivity -.22** -.06 
8. T4 Positivity -.09 -.09 
9. T1 Negativity .07 .08 
10. T2 Negativity .02 .02 
11. T3 Negativity .08 .00 
12. T4 Negativity .06 .05 
13. T1 Effectiveness -.04 -.01 
14. T2 Effectiveness -.08 -.08 
15. T3 Effectiveness -.12* .02 
16. T4 Effectiveness -.02 -.07 
17. T1 Work Stress .05 .06 
18. T2 Work Stress .10 .11 
19. T3 Work Stress .15** .08 
20. T4 Work Stress .09 .07 
21. T1 Discrimination .16** .23** 
22. T2 Discrimination .11* .20** 
23. T3 Discrimination .16** .21** 
24. T4 Discrimination .15** .24** 
25. T1 Financial Stress .52** .48** 
26. T2 Financial Stress .63** .54** 
27. T3 Financial Stress .52** .64** 
28. T4 Financial Stress .57** .49** 

Note: Intercorrelations between husbands’ characteristics are reported above the diagonal and wives’ characteristics are reported 
below the diagonal. Values along the diagonal represent correlations between husbands and wives’ characteristics.
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Table 2.3 Hierarchical Linear Modeling Coefficients for Changes in (1) Behavior, (2) 

Stress, and (3) Behavior and Stress on Relationship satisfaction  

Fixed Effects 
 

Husbands  
b (SE) 

Wives  
b (SE) 

Model 1: Communication Behaviors 
Positivity 0.43 (0.16)** 0.48 (0.16)** 
Negativity 0.09 (0.17) -0.31 (0.16)† 
Effectiveness  0.03 (0.11) 0.22 (0.11)* 
   

Model 2: Contextual Stressors 
 Work Stress  -0.15 (0.05)** -0.12 (0.05)* 

Discrimination -0.1 (0.04)** -0.11 (0.05)* 
Financial Stress -0.1 (0.04)* -0.1 (0.04)** 
   

Model 3: Simultaneous Effects 
Positivity 0.48 (0.16)** 0.49 (0.18)** 
Negativity 0.12 (0.17) -0.24 (0.18) 
Effectiveness  -0.03 (0.11) 0.14 (0.12) 
Work Stress  -0.16 (0.05)** -0.11 (0.05)* 
Discrimination -0.07 (0.04) -0.12 (0.05)* 
Financial Stress -0.06 (0.04) -0.08 (0.04) 
   
Note: Models also include intercept and time effect (not shown).  
†p<.10, *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.  

Table 2.2 Hierarchical Linear Modeling Coefficients for Changes in (1) Behavior, (2) Stress, and 
(3) Behavior and Stress on Relationship satisfaction 
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Table 2.4 Linkage Between Changes in Behavior on Relationship Satisfaction: Moderation 

by Average (1) Work Stress, (2) Discrimination, and (3) Financial Stress  

Fixed Effects 
 

Husbands  
b (SE) 

Wives  
b (SE) 

Interaction: Average Work Stress 
Positivitya 0.16 (0.37) 

 
 0.33 (0.36) 

Negativitya -0.43 (0.38) 
 

-0.26 (0.4) 
 Effectivenessa  -0.18 (0.22) 

 
-0.35 (0.26) 

 Average Work Stress  -0.33 (0.08)*** 
 
 

-0.42 (0.08)*** 
 Positivity X Average Work Stress 0.10 (0.10) 

 
 0.07 (0.10) 

Negativity X Average Work Stress 0.17 (0.11) 0.02 (0.10) 
Effectiveness X Average Work Stress 0.05 (0.06) 0.14 (0.07)* 

 
 

   

Interaction: Average Discrimination 
Average Discrimination  -0.2 (0.05)*** -0.3 (0.08)*** 
Positivity X Average Discrimination <.01 (0.07)  -0.13 (0.10) 
Negativity X Average Discrimination 0.06 (0.06)  0.07 (0.10) 
Effectiveness X Average Discrimination 0.02 (0.04) 0.13 (0.06)* 
   

Interaction: Average Financial Stress 
Average Financial Stress  -0.31 (0.06)*** -0.40 (0.07)*** 

 Positivity X Average Financial Stress <.01 (0.07) 0.04 (0.08) 
 Negativity X Average Financial Stress 0.18 (0.07)* 

 
 0.01 (0.07) 

Effectiveness X Average Financial Stress 0.05 (0.05) 
 

0.10 (0.05)* 
 
    

Note: Models also include intercept and time effect (not shown).  
aThe values of these fixed effects for each subsequent model are not repeated in the table.  
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.  

Table 2.3 Linkage Between Changes in Behavior on Relationship Satisfaction: Moderation by 
Average (1) Work Stress, (2) Discrimination, and (3) Financial Stress 
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Figures 

 
Figure 2.1 Interaction between changes in effectiveness and wives’ average level of work stress 
in predicting changes in relationship satisfaction.  
Lines illustrate the effect of problem-solving effectiveness with levels of chronic work stress 
equal to the sample mean or +/- 1 SD from the mean. 

 
Figure 2.2 Interaction between changes in effectiveness and wives’ average level of stress from 
discrimination in predicting changes in relationship satisfaction. Lines illustrate the effect of 
problem-solving effectiveness with levels of chronic discrimination stress equal to the sample 
mean or +/- 1 SD from the mean. 
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Figure 2.3 Interaction between changes in effectiveness and wives’ average level of financial 
strain in predicting changes in relationship satisfaction. Lines illustrate the effect of problem-
solving effectiveness with levels of chronic financial strain equal to the sample mean or +/- 1 SD 
from the mean. 

 
Figure 2.4 Interaction between changes in negativity and husbands’ average level of financial 
strain in predicting changes in relationship satisfaction. Lines illustrate the effect of negativity with 
levels of chronic financial strain equal to the sample mean or +/- 1 SD from the mean. 
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STUDY 3: Maladaptive Attributions and the Moderating Role of Low-Income Couples’ 

Financial Strain and Social Networks 

Introduction 

Studies 1 and 2 of this dissertation extend classic models of communication behaviors, 

but these models do not recognize that the same behavior can have varying levels of influence on 

relationship satisfaction depending on how the recipient interprets the behavior—referred to here 

as attributions (Kelley, 1967). That is, partners do not routinely agree on how they understand 

and explain events occurring in their lives, and relationship events do not always have a single 

objective meaning. Instead, couples provide idiosyncratic subjective interpretations or 

explanations for events—particularly for unexpected or important events—that reflect what they 

attend to and how they construct meaning as they go about their daily lives. These observations 

gave rise to a another classic model—cognitive appraisals—as an explanation for relationship 

outcomes (Fincham & Bradbury, 1987; Jacobson & Moore, 1981).  

According to classic cognitive models, partners’ inferences about who caused some 

event, and about who is responsible for having done so, can function to either accentuate or 

negate the impact of the original event. For example, if one partner forgets the other partner’s 

birthday and the offended person interprets that as a sign of insensitivity, then an argument might 

ensue, but if that same event is interpreted as evidence that the forgetful partner is under great 

stress at work, then support and compassion might be forthcoming instead. Attributing negative 

events to characteristics of the partner rather than to situational factors is believed to accentuate 

the impact of those events within the relationship, whereas attributing positive events to the 

situation rather than to the partner (“You brought me flowers! Were they on sale?!) is believed to 

undermine the benefits that such positive events might yield. Over time, such processes are 
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assumed to accumulate to the point where partners come to believe that their beneficent 

intentions are often diminished and that their innocent actions are misunderstood, that they are 

mistreated as a consequence, and that their relationship is no longer as satisfying as it once was.  

As I reviewed in the introduction, a wide range of studies yield consistent evidence that 

attributions play an important role in relationship functioning. Early studies established that the 

attributional pattern outlined above covaries with relationship satisfaction and couple 

communication crosssectionally (for review, see Bradbury & Fincham, 1990). Longitudinal work 

subsequently showed that wives who made maladaptive attributions for their relationship 

difficulties (e.g., blaming the stable characteristics of the husband) experienced decreases in 

relationship satisfaction over time (Fincham & Bradbury, 1987). Maladaptive attributions also 

appear to have a significant, independent association with relationship satisfaction over and 

above the personality trait of negative affectivity, suggesting that attributions are not simply an 

artifact of general propensity for individuals to be pessimistic or disenchanted (Karney et al., 

1994). Explicit integration of cognitive concepts with behavioral models demonstrate that 

attributions for relationship problems covary with established behavioral correlates of 

relationship distress, including observed negative behavior and reciprocation of negative 

behavior, independent of relationship satisfaction (Bradbury, Beach, Fincham, & Nelson, 1996; 

Bradbury & Fincham, 1992; Miller & Bradbury, 1995; Osterhout, Frame, & Johnson, 2011; 

Sanford, 2006) and that the longitudinal effect of attributions on satisfaction is mediated by 

couples’ observed positive and negative behaviors (Durtschi, Fincham, Cui, Lorenz, & Conger, 

2011). Moreover, experimental manipulation of attributions suggests that attributions are 

casually associated with couples’ observed behaviors (Fincham & Bradbury, 1988). In this study, 

spouses who read their partner’s negative descriptions of them were less likely to blame their 
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partner when extrinsic reasons were made salient (i.e., experimenters made it known that their 

partners were specifically asked to focus on negative qualities). This literature contributed to the 

development of interventions like Cognitive-behavioral couple therapy, which targets couples’ 

arbitrary or distorted cognitive appraisals of events (Baucom & Epstein, 1990), with a number of 

studies supporting its efficacy in treating relationship distress (for review see Baucom, Epstein, 

Kirby, & LaTaillade, 2015).  

Though attributions do appear to play an important role in how intimate partners respond 

to common relationship events, virtually all efforts devoted to understanding attributions assume 

that attributional effects are uniform and independent of the various circumstances and contexts 

that couples might inhabit. That is, attributional processes are assumed to be basic to all close 

relationships, operating in identical ways for all couples, regardless of whether their lives are 

marked by great personal and financial stress or by relative stability and affluence. There are 

good reasons to question this assumption. Models such as the vulnerability–stress–adaptation 

model (VSA; Karney & Bradbury, 1995), for example, argue that adaptive processes and 

spouses’ ability to make allowances for their partners should interact with the circumstances that 

they encounter. Indeed, as I describe below, cognitive processes do appear to be responsive to 

demands from the environment and may thereby influence spouses’ attributions. Resolving the 

generalizability of attributional phenomena across contexts is important; for example, evidence 

that couples living in different contexts differ in their attributions would suggest that the ways in 

which partners perceive each other are not primarily a reflection of the behavior in question or of 

the relationship, but also reflect the broader set of outside factors that might impinge on how 

partners make judgments about each other. On the other hand, a lack of interaction between 

attributions and couples’ contexts would help establish the significance of partners’ attributions 
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across settings, potentially corroborating their basic role in relationships independent of outside 

circumstances.  

The Contexts in which Spouses Make Attributions for Marital Problems 

Although spouses’ ability to discount their partner’s occasional imperfections and see the 

broader context of that behavior is associated with better relationship outcomes (Bradbury & 

Fincham, 1990), this is a cognitive process that requires effort (Sullivan & Conway, 1989). 

Whereas attributing behaviors to an another’s disposition is a relatively automatic process that 

requires little conscious attention, attributing those behaviors to factors outside of the individual 

is a more deliberate and controlled executive function and is associated with greater activation in 

the prefrontal cortex (Brosch, Schiller, Mojdehbakhsh, Uleman, & Phelps, 2013). The ability to 

make situational attributions has been argued to become impaired when individuals experience 

high cognitive demand (Gilbert, Pelham, & Krull, 1988). For example, in one experimental study 

participants were asked to judge the extent to which a confederate had an anxious disposition 

after watching a video of the confederate acting nervously. Half the participants were asked to 

simultaneously memorize topic words presented on the screen; these cognitively busy 

participants were more likely to attribute the behavior to the confederate’s overall disposition, 

even if they were told that the confederate was talking about inherently anxiety-inducing topics 

(e.g., sexual fantasies). These findings were not attributable to participants’ memory of 

situational constrains; rather, these participants were unable to use the information they gathered 

to attribute the confederate’s behaviors to external factors (Gilbert et al., 1988). Moreover, a 

meta-analytic review indicates that increases in cognitive load and depletions in self-control are 

associated with individuals’ poorer ability to forgive the transgressions of strangers and close 

others (Burnette et al., 2014). In this way, challenging circumstances are likely to tax couples’ 
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cognitive resources, while supportive environments may otherwise encourage or heighten 

beneficent attributions. Stress in particular simplifies individuals’ information processing and 

impairs the prefrontal cortex (Hammond, 2000; Qin, Hermans, van Marle, Luo, & Fernández, 

2009; Schwabe & Wolf, 2009) and may ultimately hamper individuals’ capacities to make 

benign attributions. For example, individuals reporting high levels of stress are more likely to 

attribute a criminal’s behavior to their disposition rather than to their circumstances or 

upbringing, and experimental manipulation of physiological stress through ice submersion 

causes perceivers to overweigh dispositional explanations for every-day negative behaviors (e.g., 

Taylor did not tip the waiter) even when situational explanations are also presented (e.g., 

Taylor’s baby was screaming; Kubota et al., 2014). Evidence suggests that similar processes 

might operate in close relationships. For example, among middle-class couples, spouses’ 

experiences of stress predict the likelihood that they will blame their partner for negative 

behaviors in the marriage (Neff & Karney, 2004); as stress increases, partner blame increases, 

and when stress subsides partner blame does as well. Thus contextual influences may covary 

with the attributions that partners make and perhaps even moderate associations between 

attributions and relationship satisfaction. Missing, however, is a more fully developed 

understanding of the various contexts that might affect partners’ attributions, the topic to which I 

turn next.  

Financial Strain 

 Drawing from the general cognitive psychology literature, a full understanding of 

couples’ appraisals requires acknowledgement of the limits to human capacity when cognitive 

processing is overloaded. When experiencing high levels of cognitive load, individuals are more 

likely to rely on shortcuts or heuristics (Shah & Oppenheimer, 2008), and thus may be more 
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susceptible to less cognitively-effortful dispositional attributions. Living in poverty in particular 

may increase cognitive load, as impoverished individuals are forced to focus their attention on 

necessary trade-offs of both anticipated and unanticipated expenses (Gennetian & Shafir, 2015; 

Mullainathan & Shafir, 2013). In laboratory-based game experiments, participants who are given 

fewer resources deliberate longer on how they allocate their resources at the cost of poor 

decision making in other respects (e.g., borrowing resources at high interest rates despite future 

consequences; Shah et al., 2012). Other studies of individuals living in poverty indicate that 

experimentally inducing thoughts about finances reduces performance on cognitive tasks, and 

farmers who experience poor finances before harvest perform poorly on cognitive tasks 

compared to when they are wealthier after harvest (Mani et al., 2013). Thus spouses’ immediate 

experiences of economic deprivation may be associated with maladaptive attributions for marital 

problems and may exacerbate the negative effects of such appraisals on relationship satisfaction.  

Social Network Resources: Financial and Social Capital 

Although most models of couple distress focus on the personal characteristics of spouses 

and their relationship as causes of relationship functioning, work by Urie Bronfenbrenner (1977, 

1979, 1986) outlines a conceptual perspective that, when extended to couple relationships, 

highlights the many ways in which forces arising outside of couples’ relationships can impinge 

upon those relationships. Social ecological models emphasize and acknowledge that couples are 

embedded in an ecosystem comprising of the couple’s family and friendship networks 

(Bronfenbrenner, 1979). For low-income couples lacking resources, the support of a strong 

social network may compensate for couples’ high cognitive load, an idea consistent with Hill’s 

ABC-X model of stress, which posits that couples’ existing resources interact with a given 

stressor to ultimately predict how well the couple is able to adapt (Hill, 1949).  
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Low-income families have been characterized as having extended social networks 

comprised of formal and informal family relationships and religious community members 

(Johnson & Staples, 2004; McAdoo, 1998; McGlade et al., 2004). Although low-income, 

ethnically diverse couples may benefit from extended social networks that provide financial and 

social support (e.g., Hayes-Bautista et al., 1988; Henly et al., 2005; Menjívar, 1997; Scott & 

Black, 1999), other studies suggest that these couples have fewer individuals in their networks 

who able to provide support (Jackson et al., 2014; Timmer et al., 1996). In addition, qualitative 

studies indicate that one pervasive stressor among impoverished individuals is giving “out 

needed” support to family or fictive kin (Cattell, 2001; Marks et al., 2008). To the extent that a 

broadly supportive social network can alleviate cognitive demands (Lin, 2010; Sims, Levy, 

Mwendwa, Callender, & Campbell, 2011) for low-income couples, financial and social capital 

may attenuate the costs of couples’ maladaptive attributions. Conversely, given that social strain 

is associated with poorer cognitive functioning (Tun, Miller-Martinez, Lachman, & Seeman, 

2013), a demanding social network may deplete couples’ already limited cognitive resources and 

exacerbate the negative consequences of maladaptive attributions.  

Social integration theory (Durkheim, 1951), although developed in the context of 

individual outcomes, suggests that individuals’ social networks establish definitions of normative 

behavior that may also serve as social capital beyond financial and emotional support from 

network members. When extended to relationship outcomes, having more connections to married 

than divorced individuals may serve as a resource by conveying that family stability is the norm 

rather than the exception (Wilson, 1987). Indeed, longitudinal research indicates that a greater 

number of married individuals in a couple’s network is associated with lower likelihood of 

divorce (Booth, Edwards, & Johnson, 1991; McDermott, Fowler, & Christakis, 2013), 
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suggesting that couples are sensitive to the functioning of other couples in their immediate social 

environment. Couples may be particularly disadvantaged to the extent that they have fewer 

connections to other married individuals and less exposure to examples of successful marriages 

(Jackson et al., 2014). To the extent that married network members can model successful long-

term partnerships in the face of hardship, for example, the negative effects of maladaptive 

attributions on relationship satisfaction may be mitigated. 

Current Study 

The goal of the present study is to understand how attributional processes—a well-

studied and reliable correlate of relationship outcomes—may operate differently when 

considering the larger context in which couples’ relationships form and develop. To do so, in 

Aim 1 I seek to replicate prior findings linking maladaptive attributions and relationship 

outcomes and extend this work by drawing on a large sample of 231 low-income couples. In 

Aim 2, I test whether aspects of couples’ context are associated with their likelihood of making 

maladaptive attributions. Most importantly, in Aim 3 I integrate conceptions of attributions and 

context by testing whether different dimensions of couples’ context interact with maladaptive 

attributions to predict relationship satisfaction. I test for such an interaction using the dimensions 

of context outlined above, namely couples’ experiences of financial strain and potential 

resources from their network (i.e., financial and social capital from network members and 

connections to other married individuals). Findings in support of an interaction between context 

and attributions may address the specific economic and social conditions that alter classic 

conceptions of cognitive appraisals, while findings indicating no interaction between context and 

attributions would demonstrate that associations between attributions and satisfaction are robust 

and essentially invariant, even across contexts that have the potential to diminish partners’ 
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cognitive capacities.   

In an effort to capture a reasonably full range of couples’ economic, social, and 

interpersonal contexts, I sampled from low-income, ethnically diverse, first-married newlywed 

couples living in high-poverty communities. The use of this sample provided several advantages. 

First, a strong test of the interplay between context and couples’ cognitions requires sampling 

from a diverse set of individuals and circumstances. Second, because relationship distress and 

dissolution are overrepresented (Copen et al., 2012) but understudied among economically 

disadvantaged and culturally diverse populations, I situated my study specifically within this 

population. Indeed, low-income couples may be most vulnerable to high levels of demands, and 

the variables I chose as moderators may be particularly influential or salient in this sample. 

Third, sampling among newlyweds addressed a limitation of previous studies by ensuring that 

the least satisfied couples were not self-selected out of the sample. 

The present study was also designed to address limitations of prior studies of couples’ 

networks by conducting extensive social network interviews. First, a majority of studies on 

social networks have relied exclusively on spouses’ own global perceptions of the composition 

of their networks, preventing precise estimates of the proportion of network members with key 

characteristics. Moreover, among the few studies that have asked individuals to list specific 

network members, the lists are generally restricted between five to 10 individuals comprised 

primarily of family members (Acock & Hurlbert, 1993; Ajrouch, Antonucci, & Janevic, 2001; 

Antonucci, Akiyama, & Takahashi, 2004; Bost, Cox, Burchinal, & Payne, 2002; Litwin & 

Stoeckel, 2013), thus ignoring more distal relationships or weaker ties that some argue are 

important for connecting individuals with diverse opportunities and information (e.g., 

relationships with coworkers; Marsden, 2005; Wellman & Wortley, 1990). 
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Method 

Sampling 

Sampling was undertaken to yield newlywed heterosexual couples in which partners were 

living in high-poverty neighborhoods in Harris County, Texas, a region with a large and diverse 

population. Recently married couples were identified through names and addresses on marriage 

license applications. License records were obtained from the Harris County Recorder’s Office 

between 2014 and 2015. Addresses were matched with census data to identify applicants living 

in high-poverty communities, defined as census block groups within Harris County for which no 

less than 30% of the households were categorized by the census as living below poverty (United 

States Census Bureau, 2008-2012) and thereby oversampling an understudied and rarer 

population of couples living in high-poverty neighborhoods. These couples were screened on the 

telephone or in person to ensure that they were married, neither partner had been previously 

married, and were not same-sex partners. A total of 4,916 couples were contacted through 

addresses listed on their marriage licenses. Among the couples contacted, 3,535 could not be 

reached and 1,157 agreed to be screened for eligibility. Of those, 506 couples were screened as 

eligible, and 401 of them agreed to participate in the study, with 231 couples actually completing 

the study.  

Participants 

The sample was comprised of 231 couples in their first marriages identified with the 

above procedures, and marriages averaged 4.7 months in duration. Wives ranged in age from 18 

to 56 years (M = 28.35, SD = 7.52) and husbands ranged from 18 to 53 years (M = 29.16, SD = 

7.33). Fifty-three percent of wives and 52% of husbands were Hispanic. Of the remaining 

participants, wives and husbands were either Black (35% and 32%, respectively) or White (9% 
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and 10%), or Other/Multiracial (3% and 6%). Approximately 65% of couples had children, and 

household income averaged $45,540 (SD = $41,343). The majority of husbands (59.7%) and 

wives (54.1%) had less than or equal to a high school diploma / GED. 

The social network interview was completed by 98% of couples, which yielded 226 

duocentric couples’ networks. Networks from three additional individuals whose partner did not 

complete the social network interview were not analyzed here.  

Procedure 

Couples were visited in their homes by two interviewers who took spouses to separate 

areas to ensure privacy and orally administered self-report measures. Partners were then reunited 

for three 8-min videotaped discussions—a problem solving discussion, husband social support 

discussion, and wife social support discussion. Interviewers then conducted the network 

interview. The RAND Corporation Institutional Review Board approved all procedures.  

Duocentric social network interview. To assess couples’ social networks, each spouse 

was asked to list and describe 25 members of their social network (i.e., alters). Spouses were 

interviewed separately, and social network interviews averaged 40 minutes in duration. Specific 

instructions for naming the network members were as follows:  

“To get started, I’d like for you to name 25 people that you know and who know you. 

Here’s the kind of person I are hoping you will name: first, they have to be adults, aged 

18 years old or older—do not give me the names of children under age 18; second, these 

should be people you have had contact with sometime during the past year or so—either 

face to face, by phone, mail, or email; third, these do not have to be people you like, just 

people you know and who know you. Let’s start by naming your spouse, and after that 

you can name any adults you know no matter who they are or where they live. Please 
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give us their first and last names. Remember, all of the information you give us is 

confidential.”  

For each of the alters they named, spouses were asked to report the gender, ethnicity, and a 

number of other characteristics. In addition, spouses categorized their relationship with each alter 

among a set of non-exclusive categories (e.g., family member, friend, coworker, spouses’ family, 

spouses’ friend). Couples were allowed to pick more than one category (e.g., both my friend and 

spouses’ friend), and spouses were also asked to rate the quality of the relationship with each 

alter. Participants were allowed to skip any questions they preferred not to answer or to which 

they did not know the answer. After describing the composition of the network, spouses were 

asked to describe the relationship between every possible dyad combination among the network 

members (i.e., the relationship between two alters and so forth). The following instructions 

prompted spouses to describe the structure of their networks:  

“Going back to the list of 25 people that you mentioned earlier, I am going to ask you 

about pairs of these people and whether they have had contact with each other sometime 

during the past year or so—either face to face, by phone, or e-mail. For each pair, I want 

to know if the two people have had any contact.”  

Measures 

Relationship satisfaction. Relationship satisfaction, conceptualized as spouses’ global 

sentiment towards the relationship, was an adapted measure using ten items from the Couple 

Satisfaction Index (CSI-16; Funk & Rogge, 2007), with higher scores indicating higher levels of 

satisfaction. The items assessed global satisfaction (e.g., “My relationship with my partner makes 

me happy”) and were rated on 6-point Likert scale. Coefficient a was .94 for wives and .91 for 

husbands. 
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Maladaptive attributions. Participants completed a version of the Relationship 

Problems Inventory (RPI; Geiss & O'Leary, 1981). This scale consisted of six problem areas, 

specifically: household chores, decisions about money, time together, in-laws/family, 

moods/tempers, and affection/closeness. Respondents were asked to “rate how much (each) 

problem area is a source of difficulty or disagreement for you and your spouse, on a scale from 0 

to 10.”4 Respondents were told that items rated toward the low end of the scale (0 –2) should be 

“issues that rarely if ever raise conflict or disagreement,” while items rated toward the high end 

of the scale (8 –10) should be “issues that raise frequent or intense conflict or disagreements.” 

The RPI was adapted to assess for attributions regarding each marital issue endorsed, spouses 

were asked how much a given problem was “because of their spouse’s behavior or something 

about him/her” on a 4-point scale (0 = not at all, 1 = a little bit, 2 = mostly, 3 = completely). 

Scores for all six problem areas were summed, with values ranging from 0 to 18. Coefficient a 

was .74 for wives and .61 husbands.  

Financial strain of couple. Using items from the Welfare, Children, & Families: Three-

City Study questionnaire (Winston, 1999), financial strain was measured with five items 

                                                
4Spouses were also asked how much the problem was “because of your behavior or something 
about you” as well as “because of circumstances outside of your relationship.” Inclusion of these 
items was intended to capture adaptive attributions and replicate prior findings on the benefits of 
beneficent attributions on relationship outcomes. However, these scales showed low validity in 
measuring “adaptive” attributions. Specifically, attributing marital issues to the self or 
circumstances was associated with lower, not higher, relationship satisfaction. In addition, this 
negative association became nonsignificant or remained in the unexpected direction after 
controlling for problem severity, income, and spouses’ negative affectivity. Moreover, I tested 
for possible interactions between self/circumstance attributions and problem severity, income, 
and negative affectivity to predict satisfaction. These interactions were either nonsignificant or 
the negative association was significantly exacerbated in the unexpected direction. In other 
words, for reasons that are not yet clear, attributing responsibility to one’s self or to 
circumstances did not covary with higher levels of relationship satisfaction. Given these findings, 
these two measures of attributions were excluded from analysis. 
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assessing the degree of difficulty the couple had fulfilling financial obligations and purchasing 

necessary items (e.g., “How much difficulty did your household have paying bills?”). Items were 

scored on a 4-point scale (1 = no difficulty at all or never, 2 = a little difficulty or rarely, 3 = 

some difficulty or sometimes, 4 = a great deal of difficulty or often). Scores on the five items 

were summed for each participant. Coefficient alpha was .73 for husbands and .79 for wives.  

Financial status and employment of network. For each of the 25 named alters in the 

network interview, spouses were asked to report the alters’ financial status (0 = “struggling,” 1 = 

“getting by,” 2 = “doing well”). The mean wealth of spouses’ social network was calculated by 

averaging responses across all alters. Spouses were also asked to report each alter’s employment 

status (0 = “unemployed,” 1 = “employed”) and responses were used to calculate percentage of 

unemployed network members. 

Social capital of network. For each of the 25 named alters, spouses were asked if the 

alter was someone who they “turn to when [they] need concrete support” and if the alter was 

someone they “turn to when [they] need emotional support.” Responses were coded as 0 = “no” 

and 1 = “yes.” Scores for each spouse’s overall social capital was the average of the percentage 

of alters providing practical support and percentage of alters providing emotional support. 

Marital status of network. For each of the 25 named alters, spouses were asked if a 

given alter was currently married. Responses were coded as 0 = “no” and 1 = “yes” and 

responses were used to calculate percentage of married alters. 

Analytic Plan 

To test my research hypotheses, I applied the actor–partner interdependence model 

(APIM; Kenny, Kashy, & Cook, 2006) to predict relationship satisfaction. The dyad was treated 

as the unit of analysis, and participants’ scores on the independent variable were used to predict 
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both their own scores (actor effects) and their partners’ scores (partner effect) on the dependent 

variable. This approach treats partner data as nonindependent, and estimates of the effects 

control for the correlations between variables and between the residuals (Cook & Kenny, 2005).  

APIM analyses were calculated using structural equation modeling (SEM) in Stata 

version 14.2. For each of the five potential moderators outlined in the introduction, I conducted 

five separate APIM analyses to test whether each social network characteristic significantly 

moderated the association between an actor’s maladaptive attributions on the actor’s relationship 

satisfaction. Each model included the actor and partner effects of maladaptive attributions, one 

social network characteristic (e.g., proportion married), and the interaction between the two.  

Results 

Descriptive Statistics 

 Means, standard deviations, and bivariate correlations among study variables can be 

found in Table 3.1. Consistent with Aim 2, couples’ experiences of financial strain were 

significantly associated with maladaptive attributions such that couples reporting greater strain 

were more likely to attribute marital issues to characteristics of their partner. In addition, the 

proportion of married individuals in couples’ social networks was significantly associated with 

attributions in that more connections to married individuals was associated with less 

dispositional attributions.  

Do Maladaptive Attributions Covary with Low-Income Couples’ Relationship 

Satisfaction? 

To replicate and extend prior findings linking spouses’ attributions for marital problems 

and relationship outcomes, APIM analyses examined the actor effects of maladaptive attributions 

on satisfaction among low-income couples. Consistent with findings using middle-class samples 
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(Bradbury & Fincham, 1990), couples who were more likely to attribute their marital issues to 

characteristics of their partners were more likely to report lower relationship satisfaction 

(husbands: z = -6.60, p < .001, wives: z = -8.05, p < .001).  

Do Contexts Moderate Attribution-Satisfaction Associations? 

Couple’s financial strain. In my first test for moderation, I evaluated whether spouses’ 

immediate experiences of economic deprivation exacerbated the negative effects of non-benign 

attributions for marital problems. The association between attributing marital issues to 

characteristics of the partner and relationship satisfaction was not significantly moderated by 

couples’ reports of their own financial strain (husbands: z = -0.01, p = .994, wives: z = -1.72, p = 

.085, see Table 3.2). That is, the negative association between maladaptive attributions and 

satisfaction was uniform across couples at various levels of financial strain.  

Social network resource: Financial capital. Going beyond couples’ immediate 

demands and stress, I tested whether the financial capital of couples’ social network members 

may also interact with couples’ attributions for marital problems. The association between 

maladaptive attributions and relationship satisfaction was significantly moderated by the 

financial standing of husbands’ and wives’ social network members, such that the association 

was stronger among spouses whose alters were struggling financially (husbands: z = 2.49, p = 

.013, wives: z = 2.34, p = .019, see Table 3.2). Figures 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate the interaction 

between maladaptive attributions and the wealth of husbands’ and wives’ social networks. As 

seen in the figures, the negative effect of maladaptive attributions was exacerbated among 

spouses whose social networks contained relatively less affluent social network members 

(represented in dark gray bars), while spouses who knew more affluent individuals did not suffer 

as drastically from maladaptive attributions for marital issues (medium gray bars). Said another 
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way, among husbands who attributed marital issues to characteristics of their wives, the 

husbands who had a less affluent social network were the least satisfied in their relationships. 

Conversely, among husbands who had lower levels of maladaptive attributions for their marital 

issues, the wealth of social network members was inconsequential in predicting their relationship 

satisfaction. The proportion of employed network members did not moderate the association 

between maladaptive attributions and satisfaction (husbands: z = 1.12, p = .261, wives: z = -1.67, 

p = .095).  

Social network resource: Social capital. The proportion of network members providing 

social support (i.e., concrete and emotional support) did not moderate the association between 

maladaptive attributions and satisfaction (husbands: z = -0.20, p = .844, wives: z = -0.48, p = 

.632, see Table 3.2). 

Social network resource: Connections to married individuals. Finally, I tested 

whether knowing a greater number of married individuals would buffer the negative effects of 

maladaptive attributions on relationship satisfaction. Among wives but not husbands, the 

association between maladaptive attributions and satisfaction was significantly moderated by the 

marital status of individuals in their social network. Specifically, the association was weaker 

among wives whose social networks contained a higher proportion of married individuals 

(husbands: z = 1.05, p = .293, wives: z = 2.68, p = .007, see Table 3.2). As Figure 3.3 illustrates, 

among wives who attributed marital issues to characteristics of their partner (represented in light 

gray bars), wives who knew fewer married individuals were the least satisfied in their 

relationships while wives who knew more married individuals reported higher satisfaction. 

Conversely, among wives who endorsed less maladaptive attributions (dark gray bars), the 
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marital status of their social network members was inconsequential in predicting their 

relationship satisfaction. 

Discussion 

 Although most models of couple distress focus on couples’ behaviors and the 

interpretations of such behaviors as primary causes of relationship distress, other models 

proposed by Neff and Karney (2004, 2009) and Karney and Bradbury (1995) argue that outside 

stressors and resources can impinge on couples’ relationships and thus influence their ability to 

make adaptive interpretations in the face of marital issues. I evaluated this claim by testing a 

number of dimensions of couples’ contexts, including experiences of financial strain and the 

availability of resources from social network members, using data collected during in-home 

visits with an extensive social network interview of 431 low-income, ethnically diverse 

newlywed couples. 

My first aim was to replicate and extend prior findings linking maladaptive attributions and 

relationship outcomes. Consistent with studies relying on middle-class samples, I found that low-

income couples who attributed marital issues to characteristics of their partners reported lower 

relationship satisfaction. My second and third aims integrated contextual factors and cognitive 

processes by testing whether aspects of couples’ context were associated with attributions, and 

more importantly, whether context significantly interacted with attributions to predict 

relationship satisfaction. Consistent with contextual perspectives, experiencing higher levels of 

financial strain was associated with higher levels of maladaptive attributions. Financial strain, 

however, did not exacerbate the negative effects of maladaptive attributions on relationship 

satisfaction. Thus, although there may be some support for the association between financial 

strain and couples’ reliance on dispositional attributions, there was no support that financial 
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strain heightened the effects on maladaptive attributions.  

I next tested the interaction between maladaptive attributions and available resources in 

couples’ social networks, specifically financial and social capital from friends and family as well 

as connections to married individuals. I found that having a greater proportion of married 

individuals in a couple’s social network was associated with lower maladaptive attributions. 

More importantly, when testing for the interaction between social network resources and 

maladaptive attributions, the proportion of married individuals in couples’ networks significantly 

interacted with maladaptive attributions among wives. In particular, the negative effect of 

attributing marital problems to characteristics of a partner on relationship satisfaction was 

attenuated among wives who had more connections to married individuals. These findings lend 

support to the idea that connections to married individuals can serve as a resource, potentially 

because these individuals serve as role models for stable relationships (Wilson, 1987) or because 

these individuals can normalize marital issues and potential faults of a partner. The latter 

explanation may be most likely given that, in the absence of maladaptive attributions, wives who 

knew relatively fewer married individuals in their network did not differ from wives with greater 

connections. Classic attribution theory suggests that individuals use consensus information as 

one source of information (Kelley, 1967; Weiner, 1985) and are most likely to compare 

themselves to their most relevant comparison group—married members of their own social 

network (Festinger, 1954). In this way, couples may be sensitive to the functioning of other 

married couples who may serve as a comparison for the meaning and significance of having 

marital issues. Within this framework, the negative effects of blaming a partner for marital issues 

should be less consequential if the spouse is surrounded by couples who also attribute issues to 

the characteristics of their partners.  
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I also found evidence that financial capital but not social capital or employment of the social 

network members also interacted with maladaptive attributions to predict relationship 

satisfaction. Specifically, the inverse association between maladaptive attributions and 

satisfaction was attenuated among husbands and wives who knew relatively wealthier friends 

and family members. Among spouses who did not attribute their marital issues to the 

characteristics of their partners, the wealth of spouses’ social networks was inconsequential in 

predicting relationship satisfactions. These finding suggest that the financial resources of 

couples’ friends and family members may mitigate the negative effects of maladaptive 

attributions for marital issues, perhaps because the faults of the partner and the issues themselves 

can be compensated for by the tangible resources of the network. Given that financial capital 

may serve as an important buffering role, descriptively it bears noting that my low-income 

sample reported that, on average, 60% of their social network members were “well off” 

financially—a finding that is counter to other studies indicating that low-income couples have 

few individuals in their lives who can provide financial support (Jackson et al., 2014; Radey & 

Padilla, 2009). 

Strengths, Limitations, and Implications 

Before turning to the implications of this study, I discuss reasons why interpretations of 

the current study must be tempered. First, I remain tentative about the results of the study 

because, although I found some evidence that aspects of couples’ context significantly interact 

with attributions, these results were not consistent across all tested moderators. This may be due, 

in part, to the fact that characteristics of individuals outside of the dyad may be more distal and 

therefore weaker determinants of relationship outcomes. Given that the exploration of social 

network characteristics in conjunction with cognitive appraisals is a new area of research, I 
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remain cautious about the results and future studies are needed to replicate and confirm my 

findings. Second, my study employs correlational data rather than true experimental data and 

thus cannot distinguish the direction of the effects or support causal inferences. For example, it is 

possible that the association between context and cognitions is evident because individuals with 

certain cognitive styles (i.e., a tendency to blame their spouse) self-select into environments with 

fewer individuals who can provide financial and social capital. Last, I cannot make any claims 

about non-heterosexual couples or couples at later stages in their relationships. 

Despite these limitations, the findings raise doubt that the effects of cognition on 

relationship outcomes are uniform across individuals and challenge prior assumptions that 

maladaptive attributions act as a fundamental, unmoderated determinant of satisfaction. This 

study is one of the few to provide a direct test for how context interacts with couples’ attributions 

to predict relationship satisfaction (see also Neff & Karney, 2004, 2009). I build on the 

contributions of Neff and Karney by studying the specific conditions that might constitute as 

sources of stress (or support) as well as examining more distal contextual influences from 

couples’ social networks. Moreover, the study of low-income and predominately ethnic-minority 

couples at a common stage in marriage extends prior findings, as sampling from a wide range of 

individuals and the types of stressors and supports that they encounter provided a strong test of 

any possible interaction between context and cognitive appraisals. Moreover, the use of 

extensive social network interviews assessing for the characteristics of 25 individuals in couples’ 

lives allowed for precise estimates when describing social networks rather than relying on 

spouses’ own global perceptions.  

I believe my results shed new light on how the manner in which couples interpret the 

behaviors of their partner—a defining element in dyadic interactions—may not exert the same 
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effect on all couples and thereby challenging previous assumptions that such classic effects are 

uniform and invariant across people. These cognitions, although private, are not formed in 

isolation and may be influenced by the unique makeup of the couples’ friends and family 

members—particularly the financial resources and marital status of those individuals. Future 

research may benefit from describing these aspects of couples’ social networks in particular.  

This research also has practical implications for intervention and prevention efforts. 

Although current efforts to treat couple distress through changes in couples’ maladaptive 

attributions is well validated by prior research, particularly among middle-class samples (e.g., 

Cognitive-behavioral couple therapy), programs using similar approaches to help low-income 

couples have proven less fruitful (Wood et al., 2012). This study suggests new promising 

avenues for intervention, including changing the ways couples utilize the available resources in 

their social networks. Intervention efforts may entail helping couples seek out individuals who 

can model and normalize relationship issues or seek outside financial resources to help alleviate 

those issues. In addition, preventative efforts may benefit from using information about the 

composition of couples’ social networks to identify which low-income couples are at the highest 

risk for marital distress and divorce. Ultimately, although attributions for relationship issues may 

very well be a fundamental process, we cannot assume that the inferences that couples make 

impact their relationship the same way. 
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Tables 

Table 3.1 Mean, Standard Deviation, and Bivariate Correlations Between Main Study Variables  
Measure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1. Relationship Satisfaction .50** -.42** -.23** .03 -.04 .17** .05 

2. Maladaptive attributions -.49** .11 .14* -.03 .12 -.16* -.05 

3. Financial Strain -.19** .15* .51** -.10 .23** -.20** -.12 

4. SN Proportion Married .13* -.22** -.08 .40** -.15* .21** .10 

5. SN Proportion Unemployed -.10 .12 .21** -.02 .34** -.15* -.04 

6. SN Average Wealth .11 -.09 -.24** .19** -.24** .19** .18** 

7. SN Social Support -.04 .11 -.10 -.03 -.11 .13 .15* 
                
Husbands: M (SD) 44.1 (7.9) 0.9 (0.6) 5.6 (3.1) 0.5 (0.2) 0.2 (0.1) 1.6 (0.3) 0.2 (0.2) 
Wives: M (SD) 43.3 (8.8) 1.1 (0.7) 5.8 (3.2) 0.5 (0.2) 0.2 (0.1) 1.5 (0.3) 0.2 (0.2) 
Note: Intercorrelations between husbands’ characteristics are reported above the diagonal and wives’ 
characteristics are reported below the diagonal. Values along the diagonal represent correlations between 
husbands and wives’ characteristics. SN = Social Network. 
*p < .05, **p < .01. 

Table 3.1 Mean, Standard Deviation, and Bivariate Correlations Between Main Study Variables 
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Table 3.2 Structural Equation Modeling Coefficients for Actor and Partner Effects of 
Maladaptive Attributions on Relationship Satisfaction  

Characteristic   
Husbands  Wives  
b (SE) b (SE) 

Couples' 
Financial 
Strain 

Fixed Effectsa   

 Intercept 53.00 (2.60)*** 50.90 (2.80)*** 
Actor Effects    

 Maladaptive Attribution  -5.20 (1.80)** -3.00 (1.70) 
 Financial Strain -0.30 (0.30) 0.00 (0.30) 
Partner Effects   

 Maladaptive Attribution  -1.30 (1.60) -3.10 (2.00) 
 Financial Strain -0.10 (0.30) 0.10 (0.30) 
Interaction Effect   

 Actor's Attribution * Financial Strain  0.00 (0.30) -0.50 (0.20) 
        

Social 
Network 
Average 
Wealth 

Actor Effects    

 Maladaptive Attribution  -17.70 (5.00)*** -14.80 (3.80)*** 
 SN Average Wealth -3.40 (3.00) -4.40 (3.10) 
Partner Effects   

 Maladaptive Attribution  -8.20 (3.50)* -10.80 (5.50)* 
 SN Average Wealth -4.70 (2.90) -3.50 (3.30) 
Interaction Effect   

 Actor's Attribution * SN Average 
Wealth  7.70 (3.10)* 5.80 (2.50)* 

        

Social 
Network 
Employment 
Status 

Actor Effects    

 Maladaptive Attribution  -6.90 (1.50)*** -4.10 (1.40)** 
 SN Employment -3.80 (7.40) 6.80 (6.90) 
Partner Effects   

 Maladaptive Attribution  -4.10 (1.30)** -3.80 (1.60)* 
 SN Employment -13.00 (6.50)* -1.40 (7.90) 
Interaction Effect   

 Actor's Attribution * SN Employment  7.30 (6.50) -8.20 (4.90) 
        

Social 
Network 

Actor Effects    

 Maladaptive Attribution  -5.30 (1.20)*** -5.60 (1.10)*** 
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Social 
Capital 

 SN Social Capital 1.70 (4.40) 2.70 (4.90) 
Partner Effects   

 Maladaptive Attribution  -2.30 (1.10)* -5.00 (1.20)*** 
 SN Social Capital 1.80 (4.60) -10.10 (4.70)* 
Interaction Effect   

 Actor's Attribution * SN Social Capital  -0.80 (4.30) -1.70 (3.50) 
        

Social 
Network 
Marital 
Status 

Actor Effects    

 Maladaptive Attribution  -7.80 (2.20)*** -11.60 (2.20)*** 
 SN Marital Status -4.20 (4.80) -12.30 (5.50)* 
Partner Effects   

 Maladaptive Attribution  -4.90 (2.10)* -4.10 (2.30) 
 SN Marital Status -8.20 (5.20) -1.70 (5.10) 
Interaction Effect   

 Actor's Attribution * SN Marital Status  4.80 (4.60) 12.70 (4.70)** 
        

Note: SN = social network.  
aThe values of the fixed effects for each subsequent model are not repeated in the table.  
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. 

 3.2 Structural Equation Modeling Coefficients for Actor and Partner Effects of Maladaptive 
Attributions on Relationship Satisfaction 
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Figures 

 

Figure 3.1 Interaction between maladaptive attributions and the average wealth of husbands’ 
social network in predicting relationship satisfaction.  Colored bars illustrate the effect of 
maladaptive attributions with levels of network wealth equal to the sample mean or +/- 1 SD 
from the mean. 
 

 

Figure 3.2 Interaction between maladaptive attributions and the average wealth of wives’ social 
network in predicting relationship satisfaction. Colored bars illustrate the effect of maladaptive 
attributions with levels of network wealth equal to the sample mean or +/- 1 SD from the mean. 
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Figure 3.3 Interaction between maladaptive attributions and the proportion of married individuals 
in wives’ social network in predicting relationship satisfaction. Colored bars illustrate the effect 
of maladaptive attributions with the proportion of married alters equal to the sample mean or +/- 
1 SD from the mean. 
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 GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Although only 22% of married couples holding a bachelor’s degree will go on to divorce, 

61% of couples with less than a high-school education will dissolve their marriages, and this 

disparity in divorce rates due to socioeconomic status is exacerbated among black couples 

(Bramlett & Mosher, 2002; Copen et al., 2012). Although the consequences of divorce are felt 

across the economic spectrum—taking its toll on emotional and physical health as well as work 

performance and children (e.g., Amato, 2001; Forthofer et al., 1996; Holt-Lunstad et al., 2010; 

Kiecolt-Glaser & Newton, 2001; Robles et al., 2014)—these costs are particularly high among 

low-income couples when they undergo substantial financial losses that ultimately perpetuate the 

cycle of poverty (e.g., Bartfeld, 2000; Mauldin, 1991; McManus & DiPrete, 2001; Sayer, 2006; 

Teachman & Paasch, 1994)}. 

Unfortunately, government efforts to improve the quality and longevity of marriages among 

low-income couples have proven unsuccessful (Wood et al., 2012). The US Healthy Marriage 

Initiative (HMI) funded three large-scale, multi-site interventions intended to help low-income 

couples, all focused on teaching couples communication skills and increasing their awareness of 

expectations in the relationship (Johnson, 2012; Ooms & Wilson, 2004). These interventions, 

however, had little to no effect on couples’ communication, relationship quality, or rates of 

divorce (Lundquist et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2012). For example, one of the main HMI clinical 

trials, Supporting Healthy Marriages (N = 5,395), exerted no effect on relationship dissolution 

and very small effects on relationship satisfaction and communication 30 months after 

participants entered the study (effect sizes between r = 0.05 to 0.13; Lundquist et al., 2014).  

One plausible reason for the failure of HMI is that these education programs were built on 

prior theory and research asserting that relationship success and failure is due to how couples 
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communicate during important discussions and how they interpret the behaviors of their partners 

during those interactions. In this prior work, the lives and experiences of socioeconomically 

disadvantaged couples were rarely the focus (Hawkins et al., 2008). HMI interventions assumed 

that behavioral and cognitive processes explored extensively among middle-class samples would 

generalize to couples living with chronic financial stress and that efforts to change these 

processes could be extended without modification to couples with fewer resources (Johnson, 

2012).  

The goal of this dissertation was to fill this research gap by drawing upon well-established 

explanatory concepts developed within the field of relationship science in an effort to evaluate 

how those concepts may operate differently among couples living with low incomes. Indeed, 

models proposed by Bodenmann (2005), Conger et al. (1999), and Karney and Bradbury (2005), 

emphasize the importance of the environments couples inhabit in order to understand couple 

processes. While all three models outline the role of stress in impeding couples’ ability to 

adaptively communicate, Bodenmann (2005) provides a framework of how specific domains of 

stress may cause couples to fail to cope as a unit (e.g., direct versus indirect stress, originating 

within or outside the relationship, sequence over time). Conger et al. (1999) highlight how one 

particular domain of stress—financial strain—is particularly consequential in predicting couples’ 

ability to manage conflict constructively. Karney and Bradbury (2005) provide a broader 

conceptualization of the mechanisms by which factors in couples’ environment can impinge on 

the quality of couples’ communication, highlighting that even couples who possess adequate 

coping skills may still falter in the face of significant demands that diminish their ability to 

exercise those skills. 
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Through three studies, this dissertation aimed to provide direct tests of these socioecological 

models by examining the influence of context on behavioral and cognitive processes across a 

number of dimensions—stress from residential mobility, work, finances, and discrimination, as 

well as resources from social networks—as these factors may be particularly salient and 

consequential for couples living with low incomes. While the three studies differ in the types of 

stress they emphasize, all share a focus on understanding the manner in which fundamental 

processes in relationships might operate differently for couples living toward the lower end of 

socioeconomic functioning. Recruiting couples via publicly-available marriage licenses allowed 

us to overcome limitations associated with convenience sampling and identify newlywed couples 

living in neighborhoods relatively high in poverty. Each of the three studies aimed to capture 

couple processes or contexts by going beyond self-report data or by avoiding an over-reliance on 

spouses’ global assessments, which was accomplished through the use of Census data, in-home 

visits, comprehensive social network interviews, and coded behavioral observations.  

Across the three studies, findings lend general support to the value of understanding couples 

within their larger ecological niches (Bronfenbrenner, 1979), demonstrating that factors outside 

of the couple can influence the exchanges that happen within the couple to ultimately influence 

how they judge the quality of their relationship. This notion challenges classic theories like 

social exchange and social learning (Jacobson & Margolin, 1979; Thibaut & Kelley, 1959) that 

place the responsibility for marital happiness exclusively on the couple. Bodenmann’s (2005) 

conceptualization receives strong support in this work, insofar as (a) constructive communication 

behaviors are necessitated in response to stress (Studies 1 and 2), and as (b) contextual factors 

can differ in their effects on couples’ appraisals and their satisfaction (Study 3; only key aspects 

of couples’ social networks play a moderating role while other factors prove inconsequential). In 
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sum, this dissertation suggests that the meaning and impact of any given couple’s behavior or 

appraisal for that behavior is dependent on a number of factors outside of their relationship, and 

below I outline the main results from each study in further detail. 

Summary of Key Results 

In an effort to explore how basic processes in relationships might operate differently as a 

function of socioeconomic status, Studies 1 and 2 examined the quality of couples’ 

communication during important discussions. Although interdependence is a defining feature of 

all relationships, finding a clear and consistent association between couples’ behavior and their 

relationship satisfaction has been surprisingly challenging (e.g., Gottman & Krokoff, 1989; 

Levenson & Gottman, 1985; McNulty & Russell, 2010; Overall et al., 2009). Based in part on 

Baron and Kenny’s (1986) observation that unexpectedly weak associations can signal the 

presence of moderation, Study 1 challenged prior assumptions by testing whether couples’ 

behaviors under certain conditions carried greater consequences for their relationship satisfaction 

than under other conditions, even when the behavior is itself is topographically identical. This 

study indicated that when couples’ environments changed—that is, when couples move to poorer 

or more affluent neighborhoods—the impact of the change on relationship satisfaction was 

dependent on couples’ communication behaviors observed across the first four years of their 

marriage. Specifically, couples who were observed being particularly warm and empathic, 

effective in their problem-solving, or less hostile while communicating were buffered from the 

negative effects of moving to more affluent neighborhoods. Although couples with varying 

levels of communication skills did not differ from one another when they moved to similar 

neighborhoods, communication behaviors did predict which couples thrived versus failed in the 

face of moving to entirely new neighborhood environments. These findings support 
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Bodenmann’s (2005) idea that communication serves a function for coping in response to stress, 

and I find that couples’ capacity to problem-solve, show empathy, and avoid hostile 

communication is otherwise inconsequential when couples are not faced with problems that 

require that they constructively communicate to address the issue at hand.  

In a second effort to explore how basic processes in relationships might operate differently as 

a function of socioeconomic status, the next study also examined dyadic communication 

behaviors and extended Study 1 in two main ways. In Study 2, I examined how the quality of 

couples’ communication fluctuated over time and second, tested whether the interplay between 

context and behavior also generalized to other conditions affecting couples’ lives. I focused on 

three specific domains of stress they are particularly influential or salient among low-income, 

ethnically diverse couples: stress from work (Heymann, 2000; Presser, 1995), discrimination 

(Lincoln & Chae, 2010), and finances (Jackson et al., 2016). As in the first study, the results 

from Study 2 suggested that it is not possible to understand the effects of communication 

behaviors without information about couples’ context. That is, couples who are more hostile or 

less supportive than normal during important marital discussions do not necessarily experience a 

decrease in their satisfaction; rather, it is only in the face of high levels of chronic stress that 

these behaviors become detrimental to the relationship. Ultimately, had I studied my sample 

solely from a social exchange or social learning theory vantage point (Jacobson & Margolin, 

1979; Thibaut & Kelley, 1959), I would have found the main effects of behavior and concluded 

that all couples may benefit from speaking to their partners with more empathy and less hostility. 

It is only when I took into account social ecological perspectives (Bodenmann, 2005; Conger et 

al., 1999; Karney & Bradbury, 1995, 2005) that I found a qualitatively different story that would 

have otherwise been missed: couples’ unconstructive behaviors need not be detrimental to the 
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quality of couples’ relationships. Instead, it is chronic stress in combination with poor 

communication that lead some couples to perceive their relationships as less satisfying.  

Taken together, the results of the first two studies challenge dominant theories emphasizing 

dyadic behavior as a primary and uniform determinant of relationship outcomes (e.g., social 

exchange, social learning theory; Jacobson & Margolin, 1979; Thibaut & Kelley, 1959) and may 

explain the null and counterintuitive basic research findings linking communication and 

satisfaction when examined as an unmoderated phenomenon. Study 2 also lends support to 

Karney and Bradbury’s (2005) conceptualization that stress can exacerbate the negative effects 

of poor communication skills and that even couples with relatively adequate skills can still suffer 

in their relationship satisfaction in the face of chronic stress. 

Studies 1 and 2 also have practical implications regarding the existing communication-based 

interventions stemming from classic theories of behavior. Given that these interventions have 

failed to help low-income marriages (Wood et al., 2012) who may be particularly vulnerable to 

the types of stressors examined Studies 1 and 2, attempts to help the couples at elevated risk for 

relationship distress are unlikely to prove fruitful unless the demands and stressors that they face 

are also addressed. Both studies indicate that indeed, the effects of couples’ communication on 

their satisfaction is dependent on their circumstances. When couples are not faced with chronic 

stress or significant changes in their neighborhood environment, poor communication does not 

necessarily impair their relationship. The results of Study 2 in particular highlight that the 

negative effects of more hostile and less effective problem-solving are no longer significant 

predictors of couples’ satisfaction after accounting for their levels of stress. Thus, future attempts 

to prevent or alleviate couples’ distress may benefit from identifying couples experiencing the 

greatest stress, and thereby moving away from a primary prevention approach. Intervention 
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efforts can also benefit from addressing sources of couples’ stress. Such interventions may not 

need to involve the couples themselves and instead could operate indirectly by altering couples’ 

context, which in turn may allow couples to devote more time to their partners (Lavner & 

Bradbury, 2017). In fact, interventions operating at the policy or institutional level have already 

held great promise. For example, in Norway a cash assistance program allowing parents to stay 

at home with their children led to lower divorce rates (Hardoy & Schøne, 2008), and in Kenya an 

initiative to provide safe drinking water increased individuals’ time spent with family and 

subsequently improved family relationships (Zolnikov & Blodgett Salafia, 2016). The results of 

this dissertation suggest that low-income couples, at least in the context of the United States, 

may particularly benefit from policies that reduce stress from residential mobility, work stress, 

and discrimination. This could include, for example, policy reforms that improve work 

conditions, increase minimum wage, and close the racial disparity in employment. 

Study 3 aimed to address another purported fundamental process in predicting spouses’ 

judgements of their relationship satisfaction—their interpretations and meaning-making of the 

behaviors enacted by their partner. Although extensive research demonstrates that couples’ 

appraisals of their partners’ behaviors affect their relationship satisfaction (for review, see 

Bradbury & Fincham, 1990), these processes are assumed to operate in identical ways for all 

couples, regardless of whether their lives are marked by a wealth of resources or by a number of 

financial or practical constraints. There is significant reason to doubt this assumption given that 

stress imposes cognitive demands that increase the likelihood that individuals attribute 

responsibility to the individual rather than the situation (Gilbert et al., 1988; Kubota et al., 2014; 

Neff & Karney, 2004). Study 3 aimed to ingrate classic conceptions of cognitive appraisals with 

contextual models by first examining whether the consequences of maladaptive attributions also 
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replicate among low-income couples with different resources. Thus, Study 3 extended prior 

findings, showing that among our low-income newlyweds, spouses who attributed their marital 

problems to characteristics of their partner perceived their relationship to be less satisfying than 

couples who did not make such maladaptive attributions. The results of this study indicated that 

some aspects of couples’ contexts were associated with their tendency to attribute their marital 

issues to the characteristics of their partners, specifically couples’ own financial strain and the 

number of married friends and family members in their social network. More importantly, Study 

3 provided some, albeit mixed, evidence that the association between blaming a partner and 

spouses’ satisfaction is dependent on the resources in their environment. Specifically, spouses 

who knew more married and wealthy individuals experienced less adverse consequences on 

relationship satisfaction when they attributed their marital issues to their partner. One reason for 

the mixed findings may be that finding predictors and moderators of attribution effects are more 

difficult as we examine more distal factors on Bronfenbrenner’s (1977, 1979, 1986) 

socioecological conceptualization (see Figure 0.1). In other words, because attributional 

processes occur between two individuals, it may become much more difficult to explain the two 

individuals’ internal cognitions when we are no longer examining characteristics within the 

couple and instead characteristics outside of the couple (i.e., the makeup of people that they 

know). Such external factors may be more diffuse or complex in their effects, especially when 

considering social networks with interconnections that are inherently more intricate than the 

dyad alone. For instance, the finding that friends and family’s provision of social support did not 

attenuate the negative effects of maladaptive attributions on couples' satisfaction may be due to a 

number of other competing forces, perhaps couples’ obligation to reciprocate support or couples’ 

lack of desire or need for support. Given that couples are embedded in a number of dynamic, 
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global conditions, we may require large samples or macro, cross-cultural comparisons to better 

specify the limits to which context can alter the impact of couples’ appraisals on their 

relationship satisfaction. That is, given that all contextual factors may not influence couples’ 

attributions, future studies can delineate which factors do influence these processes. Despite the 

complexity of social networks, it is notable that Study 3 nonetheless found significant 

moderating effects of context and in this way challenges dominant assumptions that the manner 

in which couples appraise their partners’ negative behavior affects satisfaction uniformly across 

individuals and circumstances. Thus, a greater understanding of couples’ attributions requires 

that they be situated in the larger array of demands and resources in couples’ environment.  

Implications and Future Directions 

These new data invite re-evaluations of longstanding models of behavior and cognition in 

explaining how relationships develop and deteriorate, and they present a major conceptual 

advance by revealing how even identical behaviors and appraisals take on different meanings 

depending upon the contexts in which they arise. This assertion is most evident in Study 2 where 

couples who experienced identical decreases in their problem-solving skills did not experience 

comparable decreases in satisfaction. Instead, only those couples experiencing high levels of 

chronic stress suffered from deficits in problem-solving, whereas couples experiencing little 

chronic stress were otherwise unaffected by such decreases. Ultimately, the results of this 

dissertation indicate that although all couples indeed communicate with one another and interpret 

why their partners behave negatively, the significance of these moments is dependent on whether 

couples are facing demanding circumstances. It is only in the face of stress that these singular 

moments are highly consequential for how couples judge their satisfaction in the relationship.  
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Looking forward, these studies suggest several directions for research on understanding 

the interplay between basic couple processes and contextual factors. One promising avenue for 

future research is to determine whether our findings generalize to other characteristics of 

couples’ environment that may be particularly salient in the lives of low-income couples. This 

includes examining demands that are associated with relationship satisfaction and stability, 

including access to health care and health stress (Flor, Turk, & Scholz, 1987; Hafstrom & 

Schram, 1984; Mayou, Foster, & Williamson, 1978), job loss (Rao, 2017; Vinokur, Price, & 

Caplan, 1996), and growing debt (Dew, 2008). The studies in this dissertation also point to the 

value of examining other well-established, explanatory concepts in relationship science outside 

of middle-class samples in order to evaluate how those concepts affect relationship outcomes 

differently among couples exposed to varying environmental demands. For example, other types 

of behavior such as intimate partner violence (IPV) are unlikely to operate in isolation given that 

IPV occurs at higher rates among low-income, ethnically diverse populations (Tjaden & 

Thoennes, 2000) and stress increases the risk for engaging in violence (Capaldi, Knoble, Shortt, 

& Kim, 2012; Shortt, Capaldi, Kim, & Tiberio, 2013). Future studies might identify whether the 

influence of IPV on satisfaction is altered in the presence of stress. In addition, the enduring 

vulnerabilities that couples bring into their unions (e.g., attachment style, family-of-origin 

characteristics, personality, psychopathology) have long been established as predictors of 

relationship satisfaction (for review, see Karney & Bradbury, 1995). Yet, emerging theories 

argue that these effects are unlikely to be uniform across couples and circumstances and, 

specifically, that stress may serve to make visible or heighten problematic personality traits 

(Bodenmann, 2000). Direct empirical tests of these emerging theories and the interaction 

between enduring vulnerabilities and stress may illuminate whether there are specific contexts in 
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which vulnerabilities affect couples when it might otherwise have no effect on their 

relationships. In this way, future research that incorporates context into models of intimate 

partner violence and enduring vulnerabilities may possibly challenge the assumptions behind 

each of them or, in the absence of significant moderation, may define the limits to the validity of 

social ecological models.  

 The studies in this dissertation also present methodological advances that future research 

may capitalize upon and extend. The use of Census data and coded observations of behavior 

allowed us to eliminate shared-method variance, while extensive social network data of specific 

network members prevented an overreliance on couples’ global perceptions. Other techniques 

may potentially accomplish this same goal. For example, chronic stress that may come from poor 

cleanliness or safety within the home or outside of the home could be measured with the use of 

in-home visits where interviewers code the state of couples’ homes or Google Maps to code 

couples’ homes and neighborhood environment. Acute stress may also be captured with major 

national disasters and geocoding of high impact areas—such a quasi-experimental approach 

would also advance the field by moving beyond naturally occurring changes in context that are 

only correlational in nature. Scholars may also benefit from taking such methodological risks in 

the pursuit of measuring couples’ context further and further away from the unit of the dyad in 

the hopes of best answering the question of how aspects of the environment can impinge on the 

quality and stability of couples’ unions.  

Conclusion 

This dissertation highlights how understanding the settings that couples inhabit is 

essential for helping low-income couples, and the three studies presented here begin to delineate 

exactly how context can affect core principles in relationship science. HMI assumed that low-
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income couples’ communication skills and cognitions ultimately determine how they judge the 

quality of their relationship, yet their efforts to modify behaviors and expectations did not result 

in more satisfying and stable marriages. The research presented here indicates instead that the 

difficulties and assets within the environment can influence the quality of couples’ unions. 

Accordingly going forward, designing interventions will likely benefit by departing from earlier 

conceptual frameworks that focused exclusively on the characteristics of spouses and the 

interpersonal transactions between them. This dissertation proposes that new avenues of 

intervention that address couples’ stressors may be promising, and argues that such interventions 

can be implemented in the different levels of couples’ context (Bronfenbrenner, 1979), ranging 

from social networks to public institutions. While not losing sight of the power of couples’ 

dyadic exchanges, future work on contextual factors will do much to enhance theoretical 

understanding of relationships and ultimately inform interventions designed to prevent distress 

among the couples most in need of help. 
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